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Abstract

How can the process of memory be represented in visual terms? This
project investigated the nature of autobiographical or recollective memoryusing photographically derived, computer environments as a visual art form;
and is based on some of the wealth of material written about 'memory' or
'memories' and recollection. My aim was to consider thi s material and use it
as a basis for generating work that visually explored the attributes of
memory; that evoked the sensation of rememberin g one's past and, in
particular, memories of childhood.

In researching the experience of recollective memory I identified the
memory image as pivotal. In brief, I proposed that central to the experience
of remembering is the occurrence of a memory image. But when people
say, ' I remember,' what are they actually seeing? Is there a visual language
of memory that is shared by us all? How might we see memory in our
mind's eye? Secondly, what is th e nature of this encounter? Could this
experience be described as interactive? Would some form of interactivity be
a useful addition to the work?

In consideri ng the issue of interactivity as a viable option for the experience
of remembering, I was to find firstly , that the process is primarily reactivewhether unde rtaken voluntarily or involuntarily - a cue provokes and we
react Secondly, the interactive element I had questioned was vastly
different to that which I had originally conceived. Instead of a trigger for
an image it was an engagement with the image. Rather than being the cause
of an action, the interactivity comes as we embroider and place it in a
context We weave the fragments together to tell a story.
Interestingly, as I reviewed the visual characteristics of the memory image I
found no clear demarcation. It appeared to be highly subjective, with
comments ranging from unclear, tittle or no color and hazy, to highly
detailed and vivid. In a similar manner the size and position of the image in
space varied. The most important element for me was the notion of these
images as small fragments of experience rather then complete episodes in
themselves.
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In resolving how to evoke an experience of remembering, my work shifted
from a screen-based CD-ROM style presentation to video installation. 1 I
moved from the use of still photographs to the utilization of full screen
digital video as I struggled to represent the memory image in a dynamic
rather than static form - as remnants of lived experience rather tha n frozen
instances of time. The thesis exhibition presents the viewer with these
f ragments. Interaction is present less in the triggering of the memory than
in the associations - in the narrative that is constructed and woven from
remnants. Although the imagery does, at times, reference glimpses from my
own childhood, I have also been concerned to evoke a more generic
representation of the memory image.
It is my hope that this project will contribute to an understanding of the

visual nature of the memory image and its role in the experience of
remembering.

I feel the work is separated from the more general field of video installation, e.g.,
Pipilotti Rist or Mariko Mori, in Lhal it docs nol engulf, surround or immerse. I see it
more as a vehicle for contemplation.
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PART ONE

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROJECT
I had no tangible memories of a childhood. A few glimmers- my mother died
when I was two and a half, I remember the confusion and fear. I vaguely recall
scenes from my father's remarriage perhaps a year and a half later. I have been
described as a person without a past. Until recently l possessed none of llte usual
memorabilia that accompanies a life- no photographs, no happy-snaps, no family
myllls. My life, it seems, began with my first year of high school. At age twelve
a light is turned on. Memory functions. 1

In retrospect it was this experience that started me on my current endeavor.
The frustratio n of not being able to remember large parts of my chi ldhood
(except in confused tangles), and my attempts to fu se some sort of a sense
offamil y hi story, resul ted in a desire to know more about the workings of
recollection?
This research project explores th e nature of autobiographical or recollective
memory. How can the process of memory be represented in visual tem1s?
By generating work that engages with tbe visual attributes of the memory
image I have tried to evoke the sensation of remembering one's past. In
researching the experience of autobiographical memory I identified the
memory image as pivotal. But when people say, 'I remember,' what are
they actually seeing? Is there a visual language of memory that is shared by
us all ? How might we see memo ry in our mind 's eye? Secondly, what is
the nature of this encounter? Could this experience be described as
interacti ve? Would some form of interactivity be a useful addition to the
work?
My interest in the memory image developed slowly. It evolved out of the
unspoken rather than the spoken - what was hinted at but not said. As I
questioned people about their recollections of childhood I realized I was
being told small stories. They were about places, events, actions or people,
some with quite involved contexts and narrative - others less so. Although
imagery was implied no one told me what his or her memories actually

1

3

Unpublished catalogue for my exhibition, Saf-e House, at aGOG, Canbcn-a, 1995.
Interestingly as the work progressed more of my own memories did surface and through
my research I discovered that childhood amnesia is quite a common occurrence.
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looked like. I examined my own recollections. Often what came to mind
first was a vague personal time-l:ine put together from information supplied
by other people. It was material at second hand and made the pictures that I
carried in my mind all the more poignant and precious. I rather naively
assumed that the appearance of these images implied an interaction and that
this occurred at the level of triggering a memory image. I was to find the
procedure a lot more subtle and complex.
In Part One of this exegesis I give a general introduction to the background
behind the project and look at previous work. This is followed, in Part Two,
by a discussion of my reading in areas relating to the study of memory. In
this section I look at some of the theories describing the process of
remembering and recollection and consider the experiential aspect of this.
Part Three is devoted to research on the visual characteristics of the memory
image. In Part Four I discuss my own intentions in relation to the fields of
still photography, new media and video instal lation. I acknowledge in
particular the influences of Gary Hill, Bill Viola and ScruTiny and
associates, although Ifeel my work is distinct in its concentration on
evoking the experience of the recollective memory image. Part Five takes
into consideration the development of my ideas and practice and finally, in
Part Six I form my conclusions.

Background
Looking back at my still photographic work completed prior to this project,
I can see many connections. My interest in the techniques of layering,
blending and collage have developed from an early use of conventional
photomontage, to layering objects on glass, to a more recent use of seamless
digital manipulation. Similarly, in earlier work, the process of collecting
imagery in order to create discreet photographic environments is
comparable to the method I use now of assembling 'collages' of digital
video clips that comprise a piece. My attempts to immerse the spectator in
the experience of the work have evolved from still photographic techniques
for surrounding the viewer, such as large-scale and sequencing.
Untitled 198617 was a series of five large-scale black and white photographs

depicting fantasized street views. Each image was 183 x 305cm. The size
was important, as I wanted people to feel the possibility of walking into the
page 10

Fig. I. Ruth Frost, Untitled 198617, silver gelatin photograph, 183x305cm.

depicted scenes. I gathered together specifically photographed images,
assembling them and drawing into the final collage with oil-sticks and other
media. The results were re-photographed so that I could have a seamless,
smooth, photographic surface. I had decided to experiment with the use of
collage for two reasons. Firstly, although based on an actual experience,
these images were imaginary. I felt that collage gave me a license for
imagination, not possible in the single print. Secondly, the idea of the socalled believable or truthful photographic image as a construct was
important. What I was trying to do in quite a literal way was to draw a
parallel between the construction of the photograph and our own fabrication
of reality/truth. Both to an extent are contrived and distorted. Underlying
much of my work at the time was the relationship that the photograph has
with illusion and reality. The fact that they were photographs, even though
collaged and drawn into, created a tension. It was important that the work
had a direct a nchoring in reaJity, so that it became, in effect, not a total
fantasy created solely from imagination but involved a tension between the
real and unreal, fiction and fact
Untitled 1988189 took this theme further. It consisted of a series of thirteen
large-scale black-and-white photographic portrajts. The prints were 213 x
91.5cm, making the figurative images life-size and adding a mirror-like
quality to the experience of viewing them. The work was based on a
concept of the human subject as .a fluid, changi ng entity - a being itself
constructed from dream, fantasy and myth. It dealt with the notion of this
subject as image - an identity trapped and alienated within its own
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Fig.2. Ruth Frost, Untitled 1988/89, silver gelatin photograph,
213 x 91.5cm.

construction. This time the layering was done with wet tissue paper and
chemicals. T he tissue was placed onto the photographic paper and the
chemicals splashed across it as I exposed the print, partially disintegrating
the fi gure. Once more I made mockups from the ensuing forms and drew
into them before re-photographing.

Light and Lunatic Foliage ( 1991) and Syllables of Fear and Tenderness
(1993) were both inspired by magic realist fiction and poetry and by the
writings of Luce Irigary. In each series of work I was trying to make
environments that gave visual fonn to what I perceived as this more tactile,
sensual, ' female' sensi bility. Once again the images were constructed, but
the process had become important only as a means to an end.
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Light and Lunatic Foliage consisted of a series of hand-colored black-andwhite images; each 146 x 96cm. I still used the technique of collage and
drawing, however I supplemented this by placing objects and plants onto
layers of glass and re-photographing the collage through these.

Fig.3. Ruth Frost, Light and Lunatic Foliage, 1991, hand-colored silver gelatin photograph,
146 x 96cm.
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I used the same technique in Syllables of Fear and Tenderness. These were
hand-colored Liquid-Light images, each 57 x 49cm.4 The work, although
not entirely successful, was a turning point for me. It marked a shift. away
from more abstract concerns and themes, to recognition of the importance
of the personal in my work.

Fig.4. Ruth Frost, Syllables of Fear and Tenderness, 1993, hand-colored, liquid-light

photographs, 57 x 49cm.

My last body of work prior to commencing this PhD was my first attempt to
employ the image in a less traditional way and dealt directly with issues of
my own childhood memories. In 1994 I started using the computer to
compose my images. At the time it felt like a logical step. I had been
collaging and constructing with the camera. The computer (or more
specifically the program PhotoShop) was recommended as a way to make
the process easier. Of course this was not the case, as I was merely presented

Liquid Light is a liquid photographic emulsion that can be painted onto various
surfaces. An image can then be exposed and developed as for a normal black-and-white
print.
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with a new set of problems. PhotoShop however, did give me a tool for
layering and blending imagery in ways that had previously not been
possible.

Fig.S. Rulli Fros/, Untitled,.fi"om /he series Childhood Memories - 95 Megabytes. 1994195,

computer manipulated photographs on polished nickel silver, 12.6xl /.9cm.

Childhood Memories- 95 Megabytes (1994/95) was the result of these
experiments. The title was drawn from the concept of computer memory.
At the time I had 95 megabytes worth of imagery. The work was an attempt

to visually reconstruct a personal history for myself using scavenged family
snapshots. I was trying to take possession of my childhood- personalize it
- re-inhabit it- reinvent it. The imagery was loosely based on
Spanish/Mexican ex-voto images because of their naivete and connotations
of miracles and intervention. I combined photographs of house interiors
with the one picture I possessed of myself as a child, as well as images of
plants and insects. At times I placed objects directly onto the scanner. I
manipulated, blended and 'cooked' on the computer. The resulting
colored, highJy charged imaginary images were transferred onto polished
nickel silver plates. They were quite small ( 12.6 x ll.9cm) and tactile and,
with their burnished metal surface, vaguely reminiscent of early
daguerreotypes. I sat them on clear Perspex shelves. I was intrigued by the
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potential clash between the technology used and the domesticated palpable
imagery I sought.

Fig.6. Ruth Frost, Untitled.from the series Safe House, 1995, computer manipulated

photographs on polished nickel silver, 12.6xl 1.9cm.

Childhood Memories became incorporated into a larger body of work called
Safe House (1995). I continued to use the technique of blending images I
had photographed with family snapshots, and transferring them onto the
nickel silver plates. By this stage I had found more c hildhood photographs

to use and there was less obvious fantasy.

Fig.7. Installation view of images from Safe House.
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This then was the stage my work had reached before I embarked on my
current undertaking. At the time I had a strong desire to do more with the
imagery. I felt it needed sound and movement. I was becomi ng concerned
with enhancing the encounter with the work itself. I wanted to engage the
viewer in a more encompassing manner.

My use of the word memory

started to mean the recollection of past events and experiences .

.. . (W]e carry in our minds the remains of distant experiences that
tie us to the past in a special way. Places that have long ceased to
exist and people who have disappeared from our lives continue to
survive in our recollections, sometimes as ghostlike phantoms we
can barely fathom and sometimes as crystal-clear portraiL'l with all
the vibrancy of the here and now. 5

My interest shifted towards the experience of remembering. How might thi s

be evoked, what was involved?
T he phenomenal experience of mem ory is an ill-defined area. O ne person
who has systematically included sensory information in hi s research is
W illiam Brewer. He claims that it is visual imagery that is regularly
experienced with remembering; thoughts, emotions and auditory imagery
6

are also encountered, b ut m uch less f requently. Although I do invoke
sound in my work I feel that individuaJ thoughts, actions and emotions a re
too introspective to be adequately dealt with. Similarly, the sensations of
taste, smell o r to uch, a ltho ugh recognized as sometimes occurring during
recollectio n, can not be sufficientl y invoked . It is visual imagery or the
mental picture that has been identified as the dominant sensatio n d uri ng
recollection and this is where I have concentrated my efforts.

Another area that is currently the subject of a great deal of research is the
veracity of au tobiographical memory. This is a valid area of interest but has
little to do w ith my investigation of the experience of remembering and,
consequently, I have barely touched on the debates surrounding this issue.
Donald Spence highlights my feeling on the matter when he concedes that

5
6

DanielL Schacter, Searching for Memory: Vle Brain, the Mind and the Past, New
York: Basic Books, 1996. p. 15.
William F. Brewer, "Memory for Randomly Sampled Autobiographical Events." in
Remembering Reconsidered: Ecological and Traditional Approaches to the Study of
Memory, Ulric Neisser and Eugene Winograd (eds.), Cambridge, England: Can1bridge
University Press, 1988, p. 67.
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the truth of memories may not be the same as the truth of the world. They
can be both true and false. 'True with respect to its inner content, a faithful
report of a moment of time, and false with respect to a certain slice of the
outside world. ' 7

To begin my current research I felt that the following questions needed to
be addressed. Firstly, what did I mean by the term autobiographical

memory? Secondly, what are the processes involved in remembering?
T hirdly, what are the visual c haracteristics of the memory image? How is it
recalled? And lastly, could that experience be described as interactive? I
have attempted to answer these questions in the following chapters.

7

Donald P. Spence, "Passive Remembering," in Remembering Reconsidered: Ecological

and Traditional Approaches to the Study of Memory, Ulric Neisscr and Eugene
Winograd (eds.). p. 316.
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PART TWO

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL OR RECOLLECTIVE
MEMORY

Introduction
In this chapter I discuss some of the many theories that abound in the area
of memory research. I do not pretend to be an expert but rather have drawn
together various arguments to try and elucidate answers to four of the
questions raised in the introduction. These were: what d id I mean by the
term autobiographical memory; what are the processes involved in
remembering; how are memories recalled; and lastly, could that experience
be described as interactive?
In brief, I further define autobiographical memory to include the term
recollective memory, described as a relivi ng of an earlier phenomenal
experience. I inquire into the actualities of how and why events are
remembered. In the section on recall I investigate voluntary and
involuntary retrospection. The former involves a strategy of deliberate

searching while the latter is typified by a memory that suddenly appears, as
if out of nowhere. It seems to be generally agreed that the retrieval of
memories involves a cue that prompts or provokes. In the case of voluntary
memory these can be quite deliberate and specific; with involuntary
memory, however, the process is far more vague. Prompted by our
encounters with the environment j n general the specific cues arc hard or
generally impossible to pin down or ascertain. Both types of recall may be
involved but I would argue that involuntary recollective memories are a
phenomenon experienced freq uently by most people; and, that the
experience of remembering is primari ly reactive; whether undertaken
voluntarily or involuntarily - a cue provokes and we react.
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What Is Autobiographical Memory
In the case of autobiographical memory that material consists of events that we
have personally experienced- or, to put it another way, of our pe11;onal experience.c;
of events.8

To gain a better understanding of what I was dealing with I needed to gain a
rough working knowledge of the characteristics of autobiographical

memory. In fact it was only as I started to negotiate the terms that I realized
that my use of the word ' memory' had a specific name (i.e.
autobiographical memory) and that not all remembering is necessarily
autobiographical. Consider, for example, the type of memories that might
be drawn on to learn new skills. Procedural memory allows us to acquire
these. An implicit memory reveals itself without conscious knowledge that
one is remembering anything at all. Semantic memory contains our general
knowledge.9 Semantic memories are ' the abstracted words, concepts, and
rules stored in our long term memory whose context of acquisition was long
ago forgotten. ' 10 Endel Tulving coined this term when he differentiated
between semantic and episodic memory; the latter one preserves the
experiential aspect of an event. An episodic memory is about a specific
event that occurred at a particular time and place. Autobiographical
memories are generally perceived as episodic (with some reservations).11
What then is autobiographical memory? Autobiographical memories are
about our selves, about our particular experiences of events. Martin Conway
outlines their characteristics as hav ing a strong relationship to the self , they
8

9

10

II

Ulric Neisser, "Nested Structure in Autobiographical Memory," in Autobiographical
Memory, David C Rubin (ed.), Cambridge, Cambridgeshire: Cambridge University
Press, 1986, p. 71.
SeeSchacter, Searching for Memory, p. 17, pp. 134-135 and pp. 161-162 for a general
description of these terms.
Gordon H. Bower, "A Brief History of Memory Research," in The Oxford Handbook of
Memory, Endel Tulving and Fergus Craik (eds.), Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2000, p. 22.
For example William Brewer states that this definition is too broad, since episodic is
also used to describe the laboratory testing of memory. See Brewer, "What is
Autobiographical Memory," in Autobiographical Memory, David C Rubin (ed.), p. 33.
Martin Conway also argues against the term. He proposes that autobiographical
memories contain both semantic and e pisodic knowledge. See Martin A. Conway,
"Autobiographical Memory," in Memory, Elizabeth Ligon Bjork and Robert A Bjork
(eds.), San Diego: Academic Press, 1996, p. 166. I think the argument here is about
the organization of memory rather than the processes involved. Tulving's emphasis is
on semantic and episodic memory as two separate systems but he does not deny that the
act of remembering involves the use of both. See Endel Tulving, Elements of Episodic
Memory, Oxford, Oxfordshire: Clarendon Press, 1983, pp. 66-68.
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contai n multiple types of knowledge (sensory-perceptua l details a nd a more
abstract, factual knowledge) and he stresses that these are persona l
interpretations rather than veridical records. 11 William Brewer gives the most
succinct description. In previous works, he categorized autobiographical
memory into four basic types. 13 (1) The 'personal memory' (others would
call this episodic), or the recollection of a specific 'incident from one's
past'. (2) In addition to the personal memory a n incident can a lso be

preserved as an 'autobiographical fact' or 'non-image representation '. (3)
Generic personal memories, which results from exposure to a set of repeated
events. T hese can also include imagery but not necessarily of a specific
experience. (4) A 'self -schema', which he describes as generic, 'nonimaginal' knowledge about one's self.

Since then Brewer has further refined and focused his thinking. He now
uses the term recollective memory (as opposed to personal) to describe the
remembrance of a particular episode from a person's past, and sees this as a
subclass of the larger set of autob iographical memories. Recollective
memory ' typically appears to be a " reliving" of the individual 's
phenomenal experience during that earlier moment.' 14 It can contain
information about behavior, location , people, objects, thoughts and
emotions. T his is mostly expressed as a mental image a lthough a t times
other types of imagery (for exampl e, auditory imagery) can accompany it.
There is a strong belief in the veracity of the image generated and, that the
incident was personally experienced. 15 Because of its connection with

individual remembered experience and imagery, this is also where I have
focused my efforts. Thjs was, in fact, what I had imagined when I so
casua ll y used the term ' memory'.

11

Conway, "Autobiographical Memory," in Memory, Bjork and Bjork (eds.), pp.

13

Brewer, "Memory for Randomly Sampled Autobiographical Events." in Remembering
Reconsidered, Neisser and Winograd (eds.), pp. 22-23. See also, Brewer, "What is
Autobiographical Memory," in Allloviograpl!ical Memory, David C Rubin (ed.), pp.

166-169.

34-35.
14

15

Brewer, "What is Recollcctive Memory?" in Remembering Our Past: Studies in
Autobiographical Memory, David C. Rubin (ed.), Cambridge, New York, N.Y.,
U.S.A.: Cambridge University Press. 1995, p. 60.
Ibid., pp. 60-61.
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What are the Processes Involved
Most memo ry theorists embrace the v.iew that we store a variety of attributes about
an event, including its meaning within a context, its sensory qualities, the
environment in which the event occurred, and our thoughts and emotions at the
time. The trace lies dormant, along with a vast number of traces for other events. 16

How does one remember? Memory is typically described as a three-stage
process of encoding, storage and retrieval. 17 E ncoding refers to the initial
acquisitio n or placing of information into memory. The encoding process
leaves a residue or memory trace (sometimes called an engram) in the
nervous system, which conserves the effects of experience across time. If an
event is to be retained in a durable form it must be encoded by associating it
in a meaningful way with knowledge that already exists in memory. Daniel
Schacter calls this elaborative encoding and notes that this is not done with
most of our day to day experiences. 18 Conway's discussion of the process
stresses the segmentation of ongoing happenings and the importance of
self-relevance and personal interpretation in registering an incident. For
Conway, experience can only ever be selectively encoded. In fact, if the
event cannot be integrated with existing knowledge structures or 'current

themes and goals of the self', it may not be captured at all}9
Storage refers to the maintenance of these memory traces. One of the more
influential models of this process surmises memory as a series of mental
stores. A very basic description of this involves information from the
environment entering the system and flowing through to a limited capacity
short-term memory where it hovers briefly. At this stage it can either be
completely lost or transferred from short-term to a separate long-term
memory (encoding). 20 Autobiographical memory is seen as part of this
long-term memory complex.

16

17

18

19

10

Carla C. Chandler and Ronald P Fisher, "Retrieval Process and Witness Memory," in
Memory, Bjork and Bjork (eds.), p. 494.
Henry L Roediger and Melissa J Guynn, "Retrieval Processes," in Mem ory, Bjork and
Bjo rk (eds .), p. 197.
Schacter, Searching f or Memory, p. 45.
Conway, "Autobiographical Knowledge and Autobiographical Memories," in
Remembering Our Past: Studies in Autobiographical Memory, David C. Rubin (ed.),
pp. 86-87.
I am indebted to Scott C. Brown, and Fergus Craik, "Encoding and Re trieval of
Information," in The Oxford Handbook of Memory, Tulving and Craik (eds.), p. 93, for
this description.
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Increasingly, theorists are positing alternative frameworks, although the
expressions •short-term' and 'long-term' are often kept for convenience.
Scott Brown and Fergus Craik refer to a levels-of-processing view, which
emphasizes the role of perception in memory, particularly in the encoding
process. This view proposes that rather than being held in a number of
different stores, incoming stimuli are processed to different levels- 'from
"shallow" or sensory levels to ..deep", or meaningful levels. ' 21
However one might choose to regard these opinions what is agreed, is that
the more deeply or elaborately the information is processed, and the more
frequently it is rehearsed, the better it will be retained. In a twelve-year
study of her own memories Marigold Linton noted that it was features such
as emotion, importance, and how often the memory was rehearsed, that
ensured its continuing existence.:u
To accept a level-of-processing view also questions whether short-term and
long-term memory are indeed separate systems. To this end James Nairne
describes short-term memory as a portion of permanent (or long-term)
memory that is currently active. 23 Memory here is seen in neural terms.
Our memories as 'patterns of connections among nerve cells,' 24 represented
in the brain by complex networks of neurons. Here, everything we perceive
is represented as a unique set of activated neurons, which will fade unless it
has emotional significance or can be associated with things we already
know. These patterns of connection become more deeply embedded with
repeated activation. Permanent knowledge is represented by the strength of
attachments between the different neurons that participate in encoding an
experience.

Most of the knowledge and experiences that accumulate in a
lifetime lie dormant, undisturbed, in the human mind. Occupying
the immediate ' present', we find only fragments of knowledge -

21

21

13

Ibid, p. 94.
Marigold Linton, "Ways of Searching the Contents of Memory," in Autobiographical
Memory, David C Rubin (ed.), p. 64.
James S. Nairne, "Short-Term/Working Memory," in Memory, Bjork and Bjork (eds.),
p. 103. He is not the only one to do so. See Gordon H. Bower, "A Brief History of
Memory Research," in The Oxford Handbook of Memory, Tulving and Craik (eels.), p.
22.
Dr. Barry Gordon quoted in "Memory" by Geoffrey Cowley and Anne Underwood,
Newsweek, 15 June 1998, p. 51.
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thoughts and images that subjectively appear to be in an active
state.25

In this model something in the environment (the cue) stimulates the relevant
portions of permanent memory and a pattern of activity results- the shortterm memory trace. This happens anytime we recall something from
memory. This is the process of remembering. These are our memories.

Organization of Autobiographical Memory
How then is thi s information bou nd together and organized in long-term
memory? Again, opinions are varied but the concept of an hierarchy seems
widely accepted. Conway's representation is of three layers of knowledge;
lifetime periods, general events and event-specific knowledge (ESK). 26
Lifetime periods or themes are lengthy segments of life assumed to contain
general personal knowledge and usually measured in periods of years (e.g.
when I went to Art School). These can be used to generate cues that access
associated general events. General events are prolonged records of
extended and repeated episodes occurring over weeks and months which, in

turn, can be used to access more event-specific knowledge, or individual
episodes, including sensory-perceptual details (or imagery). ' ... [A]cross
the three layers of knowledge, hierarchical knowledge structures may be
formed such that cues available in a lifetime period index a particular,
usually large, set of general events that in turn index o ther general events
and ESK.'v

As well as being applied to the structure of autobiographical memory as a
whole, individual episodes or events are also seen as being structured in an
hierarchical way. Ulric Neisser sees memory traces (he uses the term mental
representations) as being ' nested' into one another in the same way that
events in real life are nested one within the other. He refers to the higher
levels in the hierarchy as context and the lower levels as details and describes
our use of memory in directed recall as either moving 'downward from
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170-176. See a lso Stephen 1 Anderson and Martin A. Conway, "Representations of
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context or upward from particulars. ' 28 Brown and Craik use the term
levels.

29

The lower or s hallower tevels represent the sensory aspects of an

event and the higher or deeper levels represent the more derived aspectsthe significance, meaning, o r context. They hypothesize that stimuli
encoded only in terms of their sensory features w ill not be remembered well,
and that those e ncoded in terms of meaning will be better retained.30

Schemas, Summarizations and Generic Memories
... [f) he notion that memories in general are supported and shaped by schematic
structures is now very widely accepted.31

'Schemas capture clusters of organized expectations a nd represent abstract
knowledge about some domain. •32 They are our mental represen tations of
the general characteristics of thin gs and are posited as playing a major role
33

in our memories of events.

As we experience similar events our

autobiographical information is reorganized and transformed. This allows
us to process large amounts of information by summarizing consistencies
and regularities in our experience.34 It becomes harder to recall the
individual episodes. What is recalled is an underlying structure. Neisser
calls these generic memories (he also uses the term repisodic35) and
emphasizes that they can persist even after the loss of the separate events that
gave rise to them. 36 Sometimes what seems to be the most recent
occurrence, or an isolated memory, remains accessible but these memories,
28
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he claims, can be deceptive 'for alth ough it seems to represent o nly a single
episode, we may actually be using it to stand in for an entire extendure.' 37
This includes the generic images mentioned by Brewer, which result from
repeated exposure to similar experiences.38

Craig Barclay stresses the importance of schemas in the remembrance of our
everyday activities and explains that we interpret and fit our

autobiographical recollections to suit.

People do not simply forget the details of everyday events ...
Instead, when infonnation is remembered, acquired
autobiographical self-knowledge drives the reconstruction of
plausible, but often inaccurate. elaborations of previous
experiences. Memories for most everyday life events are, therefore,
transformed, distorted, or forgotten.39

Schemas are likewise u sed to explain the transference of individual episodes
into semantic memory. Linton describes how her personal memories are
transformed a nd abstracted into a more generalized semantic knowledge.
'As similar events are repeated, the specific configurations - the patterns
that link familiar elements to form unique episodes - themselves become a
well-establis hed potentially confusable part of semantic knowledge. ' 40

Forgetting
Generic memories and schemas a re named as one of t he prime reasons that
we forget the individual instances of our lives. Neisser cites interference
among similar items as being a major cau se of everyday forgetting.
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' Whe n a num ber of experiences are very much al ike, their common
structure tends to become salient even as their individual characteristics are
forgotten. ' 41 A second reason is that the memory traces or engrams
themselves, may have disappeared .41 T he strength of connections between
neurons that represent a particular experience might also become weakened
if that trace is not maintained and rehearsed over time. Conway notes that it
is the indices to ESK which become degraded and lost, it is more unusual to

forget the general events of our lives.43 Initial encoding may be at issue
here too- how deep was the elaboration? Or, if we think of the hierarchical
structures previously mentioned, an event may be encoded at different levels
with the meaning and context more deeply encoded than other more
vulnerable sensory aspects. A third reason why we may be totally o blivious
to parts of o ur past is that we simply do not encounter the relevant cues or
stimulus capable of triggering them.

Memory Retrieval
Tulving ... emphasized that remembering is a product of information from two
sources: encoded information or 'memory traces' and retrieval information.44

Whether or not an event can be remembered often depends on the cues that
are used to stimulate or search memory. Tulving defines retrieval cues as
those especially salient 'aspects of the individual 's physical and cognitive
environment that initiate and influence the process of retrieval. ' 45 He claims
that 'all re trieval is always cued '. In real life (as opposed to the laboratory)
these c ues are perceived or made manifest in our continual interchange with
our surroundings.
Encoding and retrieval are intrinsically bound together. Successful retrieval
of a memory relies to a large extent on whether information in the retrieval
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cue was incorporated into the initial encoding or memory trace. Schacter
asserts that the 'likelihood of later recalling the event depends on the extent
to which a retrieval cue reinstates or matches the original encodi ng;

46

citing

as most important the ability of the cue to restore the subjective perception
of that event. 4 7 This could also include factors such as a person's mental
state at the time of encoding and rei nstating the context (i.e. revisiting the
scene). 48 Conway's description of retrieval in autobiographical memory is
one of a complicated process of effortful construction across layers of
knowledge and often characterized by wrong information, fal se starts and
blockages.49 He describes this process as dynamic; as taking time to evolve,
and as resulting in 'complex mental representations' . He does
acknowledge, however, as does Tul ving, that at times this process may take
place unconsciously, in the background , allowing the emergence of
seemingly spontaneous memories.50

Construction
Remembering is not the re-excitation of innumerable fixed, lifeless and fragmentary
traces. ll is an imaginative reconstn1ctio n, or construction, built o ut of the relation
of our attitude towards a whole active mass of organized past reactions or
experience, and to a little outstanding detail which commonly appears in image or
in language fonn.51

There are a number of issues invo lved with remembering as an act of
construction. Firstly, the idea of memory as a construct is seen in
oppositio n to memory as a copy of reality - where a personal memory is
seen as a veridical copy of the original event.51 As Neisser has observed, a
memory of an incident is dependent on what was perceived, rather than on
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what actually happened.S3 In addition, the encoding process itself involves
associating infom1ation with what is already stored in memory. ' ... [O]ur
memories are built on our elaboration's ... ' 54

Secondly, there is the notion of the retrieval of a mem ory as being an act of
constructi o n. How do we remember? Does a cue somehow activate a
quiescent engram in the mind - is this all a memory is? Neisser, in equating
the hierarchicaJ storage structure of memory to the nested s tructure of
reality, says t hat it is our knowledge of this structure i n reality that makes
constructio n in remembering almost inevitable. Even tho ug h most of the
information at every level is probably forgotten we are still confident of
their existence.

Recall is almost always constructive. No matter how well you
remember an event, the information available will not specify
all the context that once gave it meaning or all the molecular
actions that were once nested inside it. If you care to try, you
can bujld on what remains ... 55

T ulving also emphasizes remembering as a constructive activity ' that uses
components from episodic memory ( the engram) as well as semantic
memory ( the cue) ... .s6 In o ther words the retrieval cue combines with the
e ngram to create some thing else. 57

Conway differentiates between autobiographical knowledge and
autobiographicaJ memo ries asserting that 'autobiographical m em o ries a re
not sto red in long-term memory, bu t rathe r are constructed o n the basis of
know ledge sampled from the autobiographicaJ knowledge base.'58 Here,
o ur memories are not discreet whole elements stored in lo ng- term m emo ry
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Memory, David C. Rubin (ed.), p. 74. Conway further reinforces this, reOecting that it
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but are forged d uring the process of retrieval. They are 'constructed rather
than retrieved. ' 59

In these accounts sensory details and images as well as meaning, context,
narrative etc. are linked to form a personal memo ry d uring the process of

remembering rather than being inherently in existence.

Involuntary Memory
The past is hidden somewhere outside the realm, beyond the reach of intellect, in
some material object (in the sensation which that material object will give us)
which we do not suspect. And as for that object, it depends on chance whether we
come upon it or not before we ourselves mustdie.60
Many of the ideas that have been thus far considered d raw heavily upon
voluntary recall , where one is eith er trying to remember a specific incident
o r engaged in a deliberate search of memo ry. Pro ust likened the act of
voluntary memory to looking at a picture book or at s na pshots. To him,
this was 'inte llectual' memo ry and a mediocre substitute, containing
61

nothing of the experience and sentiment of a past moment.

Interestingly

Ernest Schachtel, in formulating h is hypothesis for child hood a mnesia,
echoes this sentiment. He refers to adult memory as conventional and
cliched . 'Conventionalization is a particular form of what one mig ht call
schematizatio n of memory. Voluntary me mory recalls largely schemata of
experience rathe r than ex perience. ' 62 In o ther words bo th Pro ust and

Schachtel identify the product of voluntary recall as totally lacking any of
the qualities of the original experience- a ghostly, stifled reflectio n at best.

I sho uld stress here that by involuntary memory I mean a recollective
memory bro ught about by involuntary recall ; for Proust, these involuntary
memories completely recreated a former experience with imagery, thoug hts,
and emotions. It was as if , for an instant, he lived simultaneously in the past
and the present. 'The marine dining room of Balbec ... had soug ht to
shatter the solidity of the Guennantes mansion, to force open its doors, and
59
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for an instant had made the sofas aro und me sway and tremble. ' 63 Esther
Salaman's portrayal of involuntary memory is similar. 'There is another
kind of memory of experience, which comes unexpectedly, suddenly, and
brings back a past moment accompanied by strong emotions, so that a 'then'
becomes a 'now'. ' 64 And Donald Spence implies a comparable shift in
reality when he queries whether involuntary memories may be unknowingly
substituted fo r li ved experience.65
I should stress here that these accounts do vary in intensity. Proust, for
example, seems to border on hallucination, while Salaman (who incidentall y
accuses him of exaggeration) claims no difference in vividness between her
voluntary and involuntary memories . The contrast for her was in the
accompanying emotions and the suddenness or the surpri se element
involved.66 At the very least one could say that involuntary memories are
associated with mental imagery, and that they can involve additional
impressions.
How do these memories emanate? An altered state of consciousness seems
to be a prerequisite for their emergence.67 Salaman refers to this
condition.68 But Spence implicates Proust's encounters if we take into
account his defi nition of this shift in consciousness as a lapse of attention ;
perhaps one could say that the mjnd is arrested.69 As well as a shift in
consciousness, there is a catalyst. Occasionally this is an obvious cue. For
example, to add another fragment in response to a conscious memory , as
happened with Salaman.70 Or they may be tri ggered by such diverse items
as the 'sound of a voice' , 'a patch of sunli ght' or a 'buzzing fl y ' .71 Many
of Proust' s memories were triggered by a physical sensation. The taste of a
Madeleine cake; the feel of paving stones under hi s feet; the to uch of a
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napkin. Each provoked a 'sensation common to past and present,' which
resulted in a flood of memory. 72
AJan Richardson notes that most of us have encountered the sudden
appearance of a long forgotten past event in a strongly imagined form and
he names the contact senses (smell or touch) rather than distance senses like
sight or hearing as the stimulus. 73 I think, (as does Schachtel), that the

emphasis should simply be on the senses. Taste, touch, smell, sight, the
hearing of a sound or even the occurrence of a particular body posture.'"
Gaston Bachelard assumes something similar of the body when he claims
memories as being physically inscribed in us. 'The feel of the tiniest latch
has remained in our ha nds, ' 75 as though 'we ourselves were dissolved in this
fluid of the past. ' 76 And Proust too, reminds us of the body 's retrospection,
of the way it preserves pieces of the past. ' ... (A]nd my body, the side upon
which I was lying, loyally preserving from the past an impression which my
mind should never have forgotten brought back before my eyes the
glimmeri ng flame of the night-light in its bowl of Bohemian glass. ' 77 These
confusing gusts of involuntary memory seem somehow more mysterious
than our strategic searches. They seem to appear out of nowhere; they pop
into our mind. With memories that are cued by the senses or diverse contact
with the environment, it may be hard at times to determine the source, and
this is even more true for memories triggered by a particular body posture
or touch. Perhaps the a nswer is simpl y that one stumbles by chance on a
cue, however vague it may be, that reinstates an aspect of a coded engram
enabling the memory to be retrieved. Perhaps physical sensations, or the
senses, are more likely to trigger appro priate sensory fragments in memory.

In Walter Benjamin's discussion of Proust, he alludes to an observation by
Freud concerning memory, ' memory fragments are often most powerful
and most enduri ng when the incident which left them behind was one that
never en tered consciousness. ' 78 In other words only that which is not
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consciously experienced can beco me part of what bas been defined as
involuntary memory. Is this what Proust _refers to when he declares that it is
what the mind has forgotten that is recalled to us most vividly?79 Schachtel
also cites Freud when he uses the phrase ' memory traces of the
unconscious' and describes their apparent immunity to voluntary recall.80

It is as though they touched directly tl1e unconscious memory

trace, the record left behind by a total situation out of the past,
whereas voluntary recall tries to approach and construct this
indirect[y, coached and deflected by all those ideas, wishes, and
needs which tell the present person how the past could, should or
might have been. 81

As previously stated he attributes lhe recovery of these traces to the
repetition of a past sensation. Whatever the cues one acknowled ges, what is
being posited here is that the process of involuntary recall somehow taps
directly into remnants of an actual event as opposed to a more constructed

and styli zed schemata of that experience.
Proust has elevated involuntary memory to almost legendary proportions,
but is there really a difference between voluntary and involuntary
recollections- apart from the fact that the former is 1ntended and the latter
is not? Dorthe Berntsen's study of the two form s found that involuntary
memories referred more to specifi c events and were less rehearsed then
those elicited voluntarily.sz They occurred more f requently when attention
was 'diffuse' and were often triggered by quite particular external cues
deemed central to the context of the remembered event (Proust's 'sensation
common to past and present').83 What Berntsen is saying is that the two
ways of recollecting - voluntary or involuntary - will engender quite
different memories. Voluntary recollection usually involves written or
verbal language as cues and these are often too indJstinct or general to
access specific fragments. Conversely, the many 'accidental , situational
cues' encountered in everyday life are often too exclusive to elicit a
summarized event. She concluded that involuntary retrieval is far more
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likely to access individual incidents (and by implicatio n sensory fragments
or imagery) than voluntary retrievaJ. 84
I likewise find it conceivable that voluntary recal l may find it easier to access
'top down' hierarchies and may completely miss surviving fragmentary
details (if they are still there), especial ly when we think in terms of a cue
needing to provoke the subjective perception of an event. The more
sensually oriented cues, however, s hould stimul ate sensory infonnation in a
more direct manner. Much has also been made of an altered state of
consciousness. but Berntsen points out that diffuse rather than f ocused
attention simply allows more details to enter consciousness rather than it
being important in its own right. 85 What distinguishes one f rom the other is
the product of the recall. If I am reminiscing or trying to remember a
particular event, what usuaiJy comes to mind are facts, an internal
monologue or story, or sometimes an image, usually a fami liar one.
Involuntary memories however, would seem to evoke imagery far more
freq uently and, according to Berntsen, 'such memories appear to be an
everyday phenomenon for most people. ' 86
I do not wish to make a case for one theory as against the other; but rather
to acknowledge that involuntary memories are a common occurrence. I
would also stress that although voluntary retrieval may appear at first to be a
more laborious task, in essence the mechani sms are si milar. Something still
springs to mind, although this may be repeated (Conway's cycli c retrieval)
until the search is concluded. And JastJ y, the product of the recall may
differ.
To clarify the experiences of voluntary and involuntary memory Schacter
uses the term associati ve retrieval to describe an automatic triggering process
that uses the hippocampus and medial temporal lobe. Vol untary recall is
seen as a strategic retrievaL It uses areas of the prefrontal cortex to generate
hints and cues to interrogate the medial temporal system.
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If the frontal system generates a cue that has a match in memory,
the medial temporal system win automatically 'spit out' an
engram that combines with tl1e cue. Without the aid of the frontal
system the medial. temporal system must si mply 'wait' for an
appropriate cue to come along and make contact with a stored
engram.87

Here the difference between involuntary and voluntary recall is merely that
the former involves direct triggering (that is usually cued by the physical
environment) and the latter involves internally generated cues.

Is Recollective Memory Interactive?
Long-term memory continuously interacts with the Oeeting slice of time that we
experience as the present.88

Can the experience of recollective memory be described as interactive? One
would certainly think so, especially if we take Tulving's description of
recollection as being stimulated by our interaction with the environment.
This is certainly where I first concentrated my efforts. But to interact is to
act reciprocally: it implies a mutual exchange.
To return to active or voluntary remembering; even if one accedes to the
constructionist th eories of memory previously referred to, I think that the
experience is of immediacy and is more akin to that of involuntary
memory. It appears to be tacitly agreed that these processes mostly happen
in the background without our awareness.89 Something triggers the mind
and a response occurs even if this process is repeated many times. I would
argue that even when undertaken voluntarily the experience of
remembering is mostly passive. T he stimulus or cue, whether internal or
external, provokes a reaction. The hippocampu s spits out a mental picture
or response~ we are in the presence of a memory image or more.
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I would like to make a distinction between the experience of recollective
memory, which involves the initial recall of imagery or other details; and
reminiscing, which involves communication and is verbal . Whether to others
or ourselves o ur memories are usually told- a detail comes to mind and we
verball y elaborate. Barclay describes bow we construct a personal history
out of fragments of information and how this hi story is revi sed and changed
over time. We build a sense of self from our autobiographical memories,
evaluating experiences and constructing stories. 90 This gives meaning to our
lives. ' ... [R]eminiscing is a fundamental process for establishi ng our sense
of self and ou r relationships with others ... ' 91 We organize, we rearrange
and, most importantl y, we learn appropriate narrative forms so that our
anecdotes can be understood.
Rather than being a simple response to a cue or stimulus, the interaction
comes as we try to make sense of the fragments; as we bind and weave our
interpretations; as we create our story.

In Conclusion
One possibility is that recollective experience is most powerfully felt when a
memory extensjvely featu res ESK, and when ESK does not feature in the access of
autobiographical knowledge then remembering is characterised by a feeling of
knowing rather than an experience of remembering (Conway, 1992).91

So far I had ascertained what autobiographical (or for my purposes
recollective) memory was and the various ways in which it fu nctioned. But
these procedures, although important and answering in part my original
questions, still left one major factor unaccounted for. It is the memory
image that is nominated as paramount to the experience of recollective
memory.93 Without it we merely have an autobiographi cal fact - or
someone else's story - if that. Conway differentiates between a 'feeling of
knowing' and the actual experience of remembering. It is highly specific
90
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knowledge (or to use Conway's term ESK) in the form of imagery and
sensory details that defines a memory as uniquely belonging to oneself; as
having been personally experienced. It is the memory image that enables us
to believe our memories. In the following chapter I investigate the visual
characteri stics of this image.
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PART THREE

THE MEMORYIMAGE
These questions presuppose assent to some sort of a proposition regarding the
' mind's eye' and the 'images' which it sees ... This points to some initjaJ fal lacy
... It is only by a figure of speech that I can describe my recollection of a scene as a
' mental image' which I can 'see' with my 'minds eye' ... I do not ee it ... 94

Introduction
It is the memory image that enables us to believe our memories, but what
does it look like? There is research available on mental imagery but very
little descriptio n. Its orientation is more towards whether people do
experience imagery during recoll ection; what parts of the brain are utilized;
how visual imagery can aid in learning; how well it can be retained; or the
impact of images on other cognjtive tasks? Even in autobiography,
memories are often described in terms of what happened as opposed to what
they looked like. A lo t of my exploration therefore has involved inference,
gleaning the odd sentence, with extensive searching of my o wn memory.

Francis Galto n did conduct a study published in 1880, which I will refer to
frequenlly.
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His questionnaire was designed to tease out the different

degrees of vividness inhe rent in mental imagery and, it addressed such
questio ns as: Illumination - was the image dim or clear ? Defi nitio n - how
well defined were the objects? A nd colo rs- were they distinct o r natural?
William Brewer has also consistently documented the sensory aspects of the
memory image. In comparison to visual perception, he describes
recollective memory images as b eing 'dim' , 'unclear' (altho ugh they may
contain some detail), 'sketchy' and 'unsteady', with a point of view from
eithe r the original perspective o r from an observer's position."
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Point of VIew
Field and Observer Memories
One phenomenal attribute of autobiographicaJ memo ry that has been noted
since Freud is the perspective or point of view fro m which a past event is
experienced. More recently, in a series of studies Georgia Nigro and Ulric
Neisser, after outlining two types of memory image, w hich they called field

and observer images, made the following observations.97 T he main
characteristic of the observer perspective was that one observed one's self in
the memo ry. They were evoked by situations that involved a high degree of
emotional self-awareness and also seemed to be associated with older
memories. F ield memories were ones where the perspective was ro ughly
what you would have seen during the original event. T hey were generally
associated with more recent experiences but also appeared when emphasis
was placed on the recall of emotions and feelings. Moreover, the
perspective was not necessarily d etermined at the time of the o riginal event.
Although most memories may have a preferred outlook, Nigro and
Neisser's subjects reported being able to switch between the two.
I examined some of my earliest recollections and found that I too had field
and observer memories although at this point lam unable to change the
perspective. In what I thi nk is my oldest memory all I see is dim faces
peering closely at me and what I now assume to be candle fl ames. It is
definitely fro m the field perspective. Another incident is of wandering o ut

of a front gate and becoming lost . This takes the form of a series of
episodes. The first is a field image facing down a street; the second is an
observer's glimpse of myself asking some other children if they knew where
my mother was. The final scene contains an observer's view of myself
being carried down the street and switches to a field image of my mother
and grandmother rushing towards me. In a third memory I see myself
crouched on the ground examini ng a cut on my knee, it is from the
observer position.
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Nigro and Neisser also reported that participants in these experiments rated
their memories for recent events as significantly more vivid. 91

IIILJI7llllCJtle>11
Flashbulb Memories
Vividness is a characteristic that has been noted in some studies. But what
does this mean? Are the colors intense; is everything in focus, are the detail s
sharp and clear? Roger Brown and James Kulik origi nally used the term
flashbulb to describe a class of memory that was clear, highly detailed,
persistent and seemed to stand out from the usual autobiographical accounts
(they based their studies on the assassinations of famous figures). ' It has a
primary, ' live' quality that is almost perceptual. indeed, it is very like a
photograph that indiscriminately preserves the scene in which each of us
found himself when the flashbulb was fued. ' 99
For David Rubin and Mark Kozin vivid meant clear and life-like. 100 ln a
study designed to broaden and test the prerequisites for flashbulb memories,
their subjects were asked to recall the most clear, detaj led, flashbulb-like

memories of their li ves. They were to describe and rate three of these
memories on a scale from 1 to 7- the number 1, meant no image at all and
7, meant as brilliant as normal vision. Out of a total of 174, 58% had a
rating of 6 or 7. Rubi n and Kozin found that vivid memories were of
personal importance, and were accompanied by higher levels of
consequentiality, surprise, emotional change, and rehearsal, than those
classed as non-vivid, surmising that this would explain the motivation for
their existence (i.e. they were frequently rehearsed). Although Rubin and
Kozin felt they had broadened the term to include memories of personal
rather than national importance, what was agreed was that they stood out
because of a distinct, lifelike quality that had been retained, whatever their
age.
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The debate surrounding Brown and Kulik's 'Now Prin t' explanation for
this phenomenon does not concern me. 101 I am interested in the fact that
intense ' lifelike' images are accepted as being part of the experience of
recollective memory.

Non Vivid Images

I should point out that, despite my having some memo ry images that
contain sharply focused areas and vi vid colors, many do not. I am not alone
here- it seems that memories of c hildhood events are often characterized as
being less vivid and having less overall detail. 102 Richardson's observatjo n
that memo ries are 'typically more like a hazy etching, often incomplete and
usually unstable, of brief duration . .. ' 103 holds true for me. Hazy, ghostlike,
dim, incomplete, would all fit well as descriptions. Perhaps dim would be
better suited to earlier imagery, in some of these the murkiness is so dense it
is almost physical. One of Galton's participants likened his image to that
seen through a darkened pane of glass. 104
Color too is often reported as faded. Occasionally the more pronounced

items retained their intensity, mai ntaining distinctiveness because of
saturation as well as clarity. Another observation worth highlighting is that
the memory image can appear unsteady, it has sometimes been described as
flickering. 105
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Definition
Focus
My picture of a memory image was beginning to emerge. It had multiple
points of view and moments of great clarity, but I contended that, even in
vivid detailed images, there were areas less sharply defined. I had thought
that perhaps it was just the quality of my earlier, childhood recollections that
suffered. Jt was recent memories that were often associated with vivid
imagery, as was emotion. I tried to fix a picture of my son as last seen, each
time I left him in childcare or at home. Even here the semblance was
incomplete. The images were from the 'field ' perspecti ve. I could see his
face, clothing, and body posture, but the positions and features of other
children in the room were blurred or nonexistent, as was the room itself.
T he colors became mere faded smears. If I concentrated I could pull
different parts of the room into focus, but did this come from my simply
having seen it so many times, or was it part of the original scene that I had
tried to memorize? In another instance I am leavi ng my son at home and I
look through closed French doors as I wave goodbye. I vividly see his
orange striped tiger pajamas and his face as he looks at me behind the panes
of glass. He is diffused wi th light- it is still dark, so the kitchen lights are
on - but it is the blurring of the background that creates the effect. Even
though I know the room so well I cannot see it properly. It is diffuse.
Again, I can pull parts into focus but thi s probably comes from fam iliarity
rather than the specific moment.

When I first heard the term f lashbulb I was disturbed by the reference to
photographs, as none of my own memories were so distinct. Brown and
Kulik clarified the issue when they referred to their use of 'flashbulb ' as
suggesting surprise and brevity, as illuminating a scene. T hey were quick to
point out that whereas a photograph would preserve everything
indiscriminately a flashbulb memory does not. 106 In other words all the
parts of the image were not necessarily visible and individual details were
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often missing. 107 The items that were preserved however were sharp and
intense, as was the surrounding narrative and context. 108
To return to Galton's study, his 'middle of the range' participants observed
a similar phenomenon to my own. Only parts of the recalled scene were
distinct al though they sometimes found that if attention was paid to a
particular object it became more definite.

The image is pretty clear, but not so clear as the actual thing. I
cannot take in the whole table at once, and I cannot see more than
three plates at once, and when I try to see both ends of the table 1
cannot see anything of the middle. I can see nothing beyond the
table but the table itself seems to stand out from the distance
bcyond.109
Interestingly I found related comparisons in Edward Casey's accounts of
imagined imagery. Although he i s not referring to memory per se, it is still
mental imagery and to my mind warrants some attention . Casey describes
his imagi ned objects as not fu lly formed or tangible. 'Although I
recognized the imagined dolphins as dolphins, their faces were at first
almost entirely indefinite; only later, when I had made an explicit effort to
focus on these faces, did they take on any determinateness of form.' 110
Subsequentl y, when giving further descriptions of these images he
reinforces thi s point commenting that it is possible for an image to contain
different degrees of clarity. 111 In Esther Salaman's reminiscences, one of
my first instances of fi nding descriptions of how a memory looked as
opposed to a story of actions and characters, this combination of diffusion
and clarity is also evident. 'Her f ace I see onl y vaguely, but Father's is
wonderfull y clear ... ' 111 And again, ' I see my bed by the waJI , and a person
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whom I know bending over me, but not the rest of the room, not even the
foot of the bed.' 113

Lighting
This last quote serves to illustrate a further discovery. A memory may be
both lucid and vague. The quality is irregular. So too is the volume of
light. Although darkness or dimness can equally be equated with a lack of
focal clarity it can also be taken literally. Salaman's portrayal is of stage
lighting. The main area is lit up 'as if a shaft of light illuminates the center
of the stage while all around there is complete darkness. ' 114 What becomes
apparent is an area of light- the focal element - and areas of darkness. The
frequent reference to depths; to memories being buried or excavated;
brought into the light from darkness; also serves to illustrate this point.
Proust imagined 'something that has been embedded like an anchor at a
great depth.' 115 For Salaman it was like working on an archaeological
site. 116 Linton and Andreas Huyssen both use the nomenclature of
surfacing. 117

Edges
Although the level of light may not always be as extreme as the scenes
described above, at the very least the edges of the image appear to fall into
obscurity. They certainly do not have the defining rectangular frame of
video foo tage or a photograph .
My own memories lack the harshness of light associated with fl oodlights or
vivid fl ashes. More recent ones have a diffusion of light already described.
Other than a fade to black, I am s imply not aware of the edges in any literal
sense. Rather they seem to float in a void with a slightly ragged quality.
The 'edge,' if I can call it that, blurs outward with my attention and simply
fades away. Casey puts this quite succinctly in his depiction of the margins
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of an imaginary image. 'The presentation seems to trail off into an almost
wholly inchoate nebulousness, an undifferentiated limbo.' 118 My older
memories - those from childhood - do li teral ly bleed into darkness and
their quality is quite distinct. Salaman claimed that, 'every earl y memory
was an island without a background.' 119 Mine are more like smaJI vigneUes,
which float - although that implies an evenness to the fading, which is not
always present. One such image is of sitting at our piano, knowi ng that I
was late for school. This is from the observer perspective and the viewpoint
is quite high. All I can see is myself from the back and the piano;
everything else, li ke my mood, is gray to black.

Memory Imagery and Vision
Is there an explanation for some of the visual characteristics discussed thus

far? Unless we are of the school of thought that assumes that all our
experiences are lying dormant somewhere in the brain, we must assume that
memories do fade over time. The traces decay, become eroded, blurred or
overwritten, especially if not frequentl y rehearsed and used.
However Stephen Kosslyn's explanation 'that visual mental imagery shares
mechanisms with visual perception ... '

120

would seem to prov ide fu rther

insight. Martha Farah, who investigated evidence for the involvement of the
visual system in mental imagery, and reached similar conclusions, f urther
supports his hypothesis. 121 Kosslyn uses this rationale to support hi s
argument that mental images are 'quasi-pictorial ' representations (as
opposed to the view that mental imagery is symbolic or non-imagistic
represen tali on 122).
My reason for mentioning the affinity is that when we look at a scene or
object we do not ini tially 'see' a complete and defini te image. Our eyes are
not miniature cameras capturing an exact replica of what is 'out there'.
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Denis (eds.), Amsterdam: North Holland, 1991, p. 351.
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Rather, different areas in the visual cortex specialize in capturing different
aspects of a ' scene'- for example edges, color, form or motion. These are
processed separately and then integrated to form a whole. 1u Kosslyn
theorizes the existence of what he calls a visual buffer, which receives input
from these low-level processes in perception and plays a major role in the
integration procedure, surmising that we only retain fragments of visual
informati on and that the buffer fill s in the gaps. 1,... He further asserts ' it is
possible that a visual mental image is a pattern of activation in the visual
buffer that is induced by stored information, as opposed to input from the
eyes ... ' 115 This suggests that our images are not packaged as single units
in long-term memory but are fragmented. 116 Although he is referring to
mental imagery rather than memory imagery, we could simi larly interpret
our memories as composed of stored shreds of perceptual information,
which are then 'fitted together' in a visual buffer.
I assume that at times these images may be incomplete or onl y vaguely
filled in. Kosslyn speculates the center of the visual buffer as supporting a
high resolution, which decreases towards the periphery. He imagines objects
in these mental pictures as transient representations that start a process of
decay the mo ment they are activated, so that ' if too many parts are
imagined, the ones activated initiall y will no longer be avai lable by the time
the later ones have been imaged. ' 117
Perception is another way of looking at these issues; it determines the scope
and quality of our experiences as well as their reproduction by memory. As
Roger Brown and Richard Hermstein affirm, 'we cannot ever experience the
objective stimulus itself, even when it is right there. We experience its
transformatio n by our sensory and perceptual machinery. ' 118 T he mind is
not a passive recorder and our perceptions are not always analogous in
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relation to the physical world .u9 Furthermore, with most activities, we are
no t aware of everything at once, rather o ur consciousness shifts in and o ut as
we concentrate on different aspects. Neisser's portrayal of how his focus
shifts with his a ttention and how ' unattended levels seem to move to the
margins of awareness ... ' is apt 130

Kossyln additionally asserts that our imagery abil ities are restricted by the
fact that images require effort to preserve. 'The more perceptual uni ts that
are included in an image, the more diffi cul t it is to maintain ... ' 131 We are
often unable to sustain a compl ete image, retaini ng o nly what is easiest o r
perhaps, most strongly perceived, especia lly if the memo ry is an o ld o ne.

S/ze and Distance of Imagery
Two o ther findings by Galton are worth mentioning. Firstly he observed
that if a memory closely resembled actual vision in vividness, it would be
experienced externally and its distance in space wo uld be similar to that of
the real object. 'When a mental scene arises vividly a nd without effort, the
position of the vision is more freque ntly external, as it is in hall ucination. ' 131
Thi s immediately brings to mind Proust's ' memoi re involo ntaire'; those
halluci natory memo ries that managed to disto rt reali ty and transport him
into the past. Proust described these visions as fluttering near him or
superimposin g themselves (the translators use the word grappling) with the
actual scene in fro nt of him. 133 Although Salaman ma kes no mentio n of
precisely w here her memo ry images are located in space, her reference to
involuntary memo ries giving a sensatio n of living in the past, seems to
indicate something similar. 134

Personall y 1 have not had these extreme experiences. My memories exist in
space at a point in front of me but they are very muc h images - 1 do not
confuse them with the real. I do, however, concur with the observation by
one of the participants in GaJton's questionnaire: 'The part I look at is
119
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much smaller than reality, with a haze of black all round it. It is like a small
picture.' 135 Galton 's second point was that memory images are frequently
smaller than the observed reality (sometimes seen at a distance or hovering
close by). I have noticed that sometimes I can work on, and enlarge, parts
of an image but when they first appear they are often small.

Time
The finest specimens of fossi lized duration concretized as a result of long sojourn,
are to be found in and through space. The unconscious abides. Memories are
motionless, and the more securely they a re fixed in space, the sounder they are. 136

Recollective memori es are associated with the particular events and incidents
of our lives. But are we always able to precisely place these recollections in
time? Brewer suggests mostly not He allows that some memories may
contain information about the time of day (sunli ght, darkness) but that
unless they are somehow ' time-tagged' we are rarely able to be so precise.
Rather we experience them as having occurred at a unique time. 137 I would
go fu rther and say that we often associate a date, time, and context with our
memories but that the images themselves are timeless. Tulving' s description
is of 'a sli ce of experience frozen in time ... ' 133
I would add o ne further point. It is perceived or experienced time, that is
referred to in the memo ry image, as opposed to chronological time. To
give an example, Salaman describes one of her memories as a ' picture in
slow motion .•m I have also had this experience with the recollection of a
car accident I was involved in. In this I seem to see, in painfully
exaggerated slow motion, the resulting explosion of glass.
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Fragmentation
Events and episodes comprise elements- that is, features or components of the
event or episode. These include: who, what, where, and the like. Finally, there are
details that clolhe the elements and events -nuances of color, sound, texture, exact
locatio n, and so on. These are often implicit in memories but rarely appear, except
fragmcntarily, in explicit recall either natural or contrived. 140

Unstable, fragi le and fragment are words frequently used in the portrayal of
memory. Salaman records bow she 'sometimes caught an aspect of a street,
the hour of the day, a color, a face: unmistakable fragments of Russian
memories.' 141 Salaman also uses the term 'moments' to depict her images.
Occasionally two or more such moments might slot together and join to
flesh out a previous image and narrative}'11 She connects a series of 'stilllife pictures' . 143 If we think about circumstances in our life as continually
unfolding it is as if, in memory, most of this disintegrates leaving one
discrete moment or image that stands in for the occurrence. This may not
be a literal still-life image but the duration is usually brief. I am reminded
here of my recollection of examining a cut on my knee. I think I jumped
from our front verandah but I have no image of a before or an after. Two
other examples can serve to iUustrate this poi nt. One is the remembrance of
my becoming lost {described in the section on field and observer
memories). This was an extended incident but is now represented by four
quite separate scenes that fluidly dissolve into each other. I have another
memory of a tree house I played in as a child. It is a f ield image of my
hand on a branch ; light shining through intensely green leaves and a feeling
of quiet, followed by an indistinct observer's view of myself crouched on a
branch overhearing a conversation . I'm certain this was a place where I
spent a lot of time, yet all I retain are these two fragments that are possibly
unconnected .
Tulving's use of event is opportune here}44 He identifies an event as
something that occurs in a particular situation, al ways having a beginning
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and an end in time. We segment o ur stream of experience into events (using
perceptual and cognitive skills) that are nested within each other and
ordered temporally. 145 But this temporal order can be easily disrupted with
the initial information becoming altered or lost. T he problem is
compounded if we consider a neural perspective (experience coded in
networks of neurons), and amplify this to cover distinct aspects of an
experience (e.g. visual image, sound smell, location, context) stored in quite
separate areas. A newly encoded memory may involve thousands of
neurons spanning different regions of the brain. 146 Schacter's portrayal of
the medial temporal region is eloquent and concise; he sees it as pointing to,
and binding together, 'fragments: of perceptual experience', that are stored
in separate cortical regions. 1• 7 Another example may serve here. I have
always retained a powerful memory image of my father' s silhouette in a
doorway; the light is on behind him and I cannot make out his face: he is
telling me of my mother's death (I was two-and-a-half). Yet in a
conversation with my aunt she used the exact words in describing an
incident that happened a few years later. I have no recollection of this but
apparently I was present - have I confused the two?
To further complicate matters, Neisser hypothesizes an event as being
experienced on different levels and that each level is remembered
independently, leaving behind its own trace in memory.' 48 T hese, as
previously discussed, are nested w ithin each other and linked hierarchically
but if the links decay and most of the information is :forgotten we may be

left with isolated pockets of experience - fragments.

In Conclusion
This concludes my exploration of the memory image. What I discovered
was the great diversity of imagery. It was not one thing but many;
depending, it seemed, on the subjective perception of the individual;
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sometimes the image is clear, sharp and vivid, and at o ther times blurred,
dark and barely perceptible. The results seeming to depend on the
emotional valiance of the memory; or possibly the frequency of visitation.
Even the size of the encountered imagery seems open to individual
interpretation. If one were to take Proust at face value for example, the
extent and intensity of his apparitions appear to aJmost disrupt his present
circumstances}49 When Proust's descriptions are placed alongside those of
other's, such as Galton, we realize the extent of the variations in the idea of
the image as a small discreet entity that gives the appearance of fl oating in
space, or is even projected onto other surfaces. 150 Perhaps the o nly
consistent quality is a lack of definition at the edges and the segmentation of
experience into fragmented and often di splaced moments.
In the following chapter I investigate some of the possibilities for dealing
with the memory image as a visual art form.
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PART FOUR

FRAGMENTS IN THE NARRATIVE: RELATED ART
PRACTICES•sl
Introduction
Where does one concentrate an ex ploration of memory? It is pervasive. In
literature, for example, the subject has a time honored tradition and has been
dealt with extensively. I found ho wever, that descriptions of memories in
the literature tended to focus primarily on what happened- a story - or an
overall na rration without really telling me the details of what the memory
looked like. The context of my work, however, is in the visual appearance
of a memory - the image - and the experience of thi s and therefore I have
chosen to reference literary works in other chapters, where appropriate,
rather than dealing with the issue as a separate subject here. In addition,

although at times influential to m y work, literature is not the field in which
the work will be considered. For this same reason I have not extended my
research into film despite this bei ng another area that has favored the
subject. As with literature I have found the overall concern to be with the
na rrative rather the memory image per se. T he visual techniques used are
concerned primarily with how to ble nd the two items, the story and the
memory - to merge one into the o ther and still keep the narrative fl owing.
T his chapter echoes the development of my own work. It moves from a
brief consideration of the sti ll ph otograph as an image of memory; to the
possibility of interactivity to convey the experience of anamnesis; final ly
concentrating on video and installation, the area where J have positioned my
own practice. In my discussion, apart from a general outline on the use of
interactivity, I have concentrated on artists whose works deal with notions of
memory, rather than attempting a wider review of an entire genre.

lSI

The phrase ' fragments in the narrative' is borrowed from Andreas Huysscn, Twilight

Memories: Marking Time in a Culture of Amnesia, p. l23.
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The Still/mage: Memory Image?
My own training and the traditional link between the photograph a nd the
past ensured my continuing fascination with the still image and I first
looked here for answers to the enig ma of the memory image. Although the
process is becoming increasingly u surped by video, the encounter with
reconstructions of our childhood through the photograph and the family
album is a familiar occurrence. We 'capture' precious moments of our
own. (I admit to a shameless imaging of my son.) For this reason the representation of the family snapshot did appear to offer an option as a device
for picturing memory.
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Fig.8. Jacky Redgate, Photographer Unknown f/.5, Chiswick 1953,from tile series Photographer
Unk nown, A Portrait Chronicle of Photographs, England 1953-62 ( 1984 ), silver gelalin

pllotograpll, 76.2x50.8cm (framed).
Fig.9. Jacky Redgme, #20, Adelaide c. 1972.from I he series Untitled Day. 2000, C-type

photograph, mat, custom-made wooden frames, 610x508x5cm (framed).

Jacky Redgate's series: Photographer Unknown, A Portrait Chronicle of

Photographs, England 1953-62 ( 1984), was taken from a collection of old
negatives in the photographer's po ssession. Her more recent work, Untitled

Day (2000) uses a simi lar device; this time the imagery was acquired from
famil y portraits photographed by her father.
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Christian Boltanski's Photo Album of the Family D., 1939-1964 (1971)
was based on old photographs borrowed from a friend, and deliberately reshot and collated.

Fig. IO. Christian Boltanski, detail from Album de photos de Ia famille D., 1939-1964 (Photv

album of the family D., 1939-1964). 1971.

But in viewing the works of Redgate and Boltanski, rather than seeing them
as individual memories, I became intrigued by the coincidences and
similarities of family life. These images capture the rituals of everyday
existence. What becomes important is their role in upholding family myth
rather than an individual's perception of a moment; what was represented,
or evoked, was a collective reality, emphasizing the vulnerability inherent in
the archetypal family snapshot. Furthermore, even when we do recall
existing photographs as memories I would argue that the image we see in

our mind's eye is different from the actual photograph. The photographic
keepsake or remnant, although asked all too often to s tand in for memory, is
a stimulus for memory rath er than being an image of memory - albeit a
powerful one with its sense of a direct trace of lived experience and the real.
A very different response is evoked by Boltanski's Les Habits de Franfois

C. (1972) which consists of a series of black and white photographs of
articles of children's clothing encased in tin frames. Clothing, with its
immediate link to the body is a provocative catalyst; the look, the touch,
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even the smell of a particular item can conjure up images. Bo ltanski's
crumpled remnants are immensely moving, seemingly sti ll connected to the
bodies that in habited them.

Fig. I I. Christian Boltanski, Les Habits de Fran~ois C (The clothes of Fran~ois C), 1972.

In a simil ar manner Anne Ferran's delicate life-sized photograms of
christening gowns, and other articles of clothing, resonate with associations
to lost infancy. 152 In both cases, h owever, the works are powerful for the
memories they evoke rather than as actual representations of recollection.

Fig.l2. Anne Ferran. Untitled (baby's dress), 1998, silver gelatin photog ram, 1/0 x 95cm.

I was surprised to find that althou gh many photographers might be

indirectly influenced by memory, there seemed little engagement with the
memory image as such . Anne T uryn is one who does confront this subject
152

Flock (2001) is the most recent work that I have seen.
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matter. Her series, Illustrated Memories (started in 1983), uses color
photogra phs of staged moments to deal explicitly with visual retrospection.

Fig.l3. Anne Turyn, Untilled, 1983. From the series Illustrated Memories, chromogenic color
prim (ektacolor), 32.9 x 48.6cm.

Turyn herself describes the work as a 'fictional, visual autobiography that
depicts a life through illustrated memories.' tSJ Throughout the series she
uses contrivances such as partial blurring of the image, focusing in on a
small tableau, or heavy c ropping of the picture, to represent an incident
filtered through memory. The cro pping also conveys the sense of a
partially snatc hed instant, indicative of the fragment. It is often used as a
way of openi ng up the narrative of a work for the viewer, as is her other
ploy of obscuring the identity of her characters, so one relates to the image
more as a generic experience.

Another series (1986), illustrated the phenomenon of Flashbulb memories,
and was so named. 1S<I T he images are fanciful constructions of the
circumstances under which a person might have learnt of an emotionall y
signifi can t or traumatic occurrence . Headlines of featured news events are
paired with details of the surroundjngs in which that news was received,
signaling how the actual news and the visual components of the environment
become fu sed in memory.

Despite T uryn' s desire to depict visual memory, I found her images
curiously distant and unsatisfying. They had an affected quality that
153
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Aperture, No. 130, Winter 1993, p. 43.
For a description or Flashbulb Memories see my section or the same name in Part

Three, p. 40.
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ran counter to my own experience of remembering; I did not see the
memory image as static, frozen jnstants on a gal lery wall. In a strange twist

foig.l4. Anne Turyn, 5/10/1926 (Flash bulb Memories). 1986, Ektacolor print, 11 xl 4inches.

the still photograph also has the power to block memory. Barthes talks of
the violence inherent in the photograph, the way it can 'fill the sight by
force ... ' 1ss Curiously these images, with their highly controlled attempts at
describing memory, seemed to do just that. The still images that had
seemed most successful to me were works such as Boltanski's and Ferran's
photographs which quietly evok ed memory; but as I was concerned to
engage with what I felt was the more fluid nature of the memory image, I
turned elsewhere.

lnteractlvity and Memory
Because I started this project with an assumption that I would link
interactivity with the process of recollection, and because of my own
utilization of the computer, interactive art works seemed a likely f ield of
focus.
Ulrike Gabriel's interactive installation, Memory (1999) was made in
collaboration with David Gabriel and involved large-scale image projections
and sound. If I understand the work correctly it consisted of different

ISS

Roland Barthcs, Camera. Lucinda: Reflections on Photography, trans. Richard Howard,
London: Flamingo, 1984, (Editions du Seuil, 1980), p. 91.
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interfaces for text, image and gestural manipulation. Participants,
simultaneously connected via a computer link up, could feed in images or
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fig. IS. Ulrike Gabriel, installation view of Memory, 1999.
fig. l6. Ulrike Gabriel, detail from Memory, 1999.

text. Their combined contributions, which were additionally influenced by
gesture, constantly generated new adaptations of the material and were the
basis of the projected ' memory phantoms.' 156 Lisa Cianci uses a much
simpler example of this approach in her web-based work Same Old

Dreams. 151 Here, participants are invited to collaborate by submitting
responses to questions and imagery. The information is stored in a database
called the 'memorypool' and used in the artwork, thereby a llowing the
piece to grow and change over time. Although initially captivated by the
possibilities of this way of working, I felt that with its network of impersonal
associations it seemed more an illustration of the workings of memory
(probably semantic), in general, rather than the rich connotations that the
recollective image suggested.

In Toni Dove's responsive movie Artificial Changelings (1998), viewers use
body movement and spatial position as a way of interacting with the

tS6
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See http://www. v2.ni/Projccts/MemoeyArena/
http:1/www .otherspace.de/pages/projects/memarena/ and hUp: //eel eronx2l.khm.de/-clavjd/ for a better understanding of this project (last visited 21/10/01).
have not personally experienced this work, which inhibits me from referring to it in
detail.
See http://\\'WII .m morphe.com/sameolddreams/ (last visited 16/4/02).
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narrative of the story. 158 Four 'zones', indicated by a pool of light, are
situated at various poi nts in fro nt of a large rear projection screen. Each of

Fig. I 7. Toni Dove, detail from Artificial Changelings, 1998, interactive laser disk and sound

installation.

these areas allows interaction with the movie or the personalities represented
on screen. For example, you can access a character's thoughts, have them
speak directly to you, or cross into djfferent sections of the story. Body

movement within the zones also alters the behavior of the video, so tbat one
can travel forward and backward in the narrative as well as alter the look of
the imagery a nd the soundscape. In this way of working, participants may
have quite different experiences of the content and feel of the piece
depending o n their own responses.

Thecla Schiphorst offered ano the r avenue for thought. Her work attracted
me because of its sensuality; its complex interplay between image and
viewer and indirect reference to retrospection. Bodymaps: artifacts of touch
( 1996) and Felt Histories (re: the fact of a doorjrame) (1998), both use
projection. 159 In the former an image of the artist's body illuminated a
white velvet covering, wrule the latter involved back projected imagery onto
a space suggestive of a doorway. Bo th surfaces were infused with a bed of

U8
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Sec h ttp://11 1111 lunm ~:arbage.com/tlr)\ e1 (last VISited 17/4/02). I have not personally
experienced this work, which inhibits me from referring to it in dcLail.
Sec hllp:/111 11 11 .1amas.aqpli ntcracllnn!ilJ7/aJilsl Sch1 phors!. h11!11 and
http://www.interaccess.org/touch/schiphor.htm for an overview of" Bodymaps. For Felt
Histories sec hllp:l/llww .art<>pcnk. be. ca/rxlu b!ls/1 cllhjstol!es/j ustji\1. hl m and
hllp://11 "'''".us;.lsk.ca/kcndcrdinc/ 1992.h tml (last visited 2911010 1). I should add that I
have no t personally experienced these works.
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sensors that measured, amongst o ther things, proximity, movement, touch
and pressure. As one approached and/or touched the image it fluctuated
and changed, responding to the presence and caress of the viewer. It was the
sensuality and closeness of the encounter that attracted me to this artist.
With her emphasis on touch and intimacy, she challenged the more
traditional distance between observer and artwork and, like Dove, implicated
the viewers through their actions and presence. Her use of technology,
although intricate, was not intimidating, instead inviting communion.

Fig 18 Thecla Schiphorsl, detail from Bodymaps: artifacts of touch, /996, complller interactive
sound and video installallon.

However, as I delved further into the intricacies of recollection, I was
increasingly starting to question my original suppositions. l wondered if
my interest in new media was based on the purely superficial assumption

that these artists appeared to be us ing the same equipment as I was computers and elements of interactivity. If one looks closely however, tbe
situation is far more complex and certainly the concerns are vastly different, ..
with the use of interaction being pitched at an entirely different level to the
application I envisaged. The response of the viewer, and the response of the
artwork to the viewer, were inextricably entwined, inseparable from the
concept behind the work. This was not the direction o f my own proposal. I
saw interactivity as an uncomplicated triggering device or tool; a way of
activating the work and making it more dynamic.

l finally resolved this impasse by clarifying an issue that had continually
provoked me since the inception of this project. Is interactivi ty necessary to
interrogate the possibility of memory? Could it enhance the presentation of
page 60

my ideas? 160 What does it mean to have an interactive encounter? I find the
question difficult because of its current almost c ult-li ke status in
contemporary art. The term is applied as an uncondjtional umbrella to
anything from a CD-ROM to complex installations. But are there differing
degrees or types of interaction? For example, the term is generally applied
to work that involves technology but what of the act of simply viewing a
'passive' work of art. It could be said - and is -that since this involves the

participation of the viewer it implies an interaction, if only in the sense of
interpreting or using ones imagination.'61 For a work to be labelled
interactive, however, there is an expectation that one is able to activate it in
some way. A very basic example of this would be the now classic (one
could almost say outdated) inteiface, where one clicks on o r rolls over a
specific point o r ho t spot, triggering an image, sound, QuickTime o r change
in narrative. For example in Graham Harwood's A Rehearsal of Memory
( 1995), the spectator faces a projec ted, composite image of a body complete

Fig. l9. Graham Hanvood, detail from A Rehearsal of Memory, 1995.

160

161

1 had initially asked whether the inclusion of some form of this would enhance the
presentation of my work- whether the experience of remembering was an interactive
one?
David Rokcby, ''Transforming Mirrors: Subjectivity and Control in Interactive Media,"
in Critical Issues in Electronic Media, Simon Penny (ed.), New York: State University
of New York Press, 1995, p. 134.
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with scars and tattoos. 162 Viewers use a mouse to scroll over these markings
and flesh, triggering various sounds, imagery comments or text.

It was this type of interchange - I would almost call it navigation now - with
a work, that was my first introduction to the concept of interactivity. Much
of the criticism leveled at this type of use (though not necessari ly at this
particular work) was that al though it often claimed to allow the viewer to

take an active rather than quiescent role, in reality this was often severely
limited and controlled. In addition did this form of interchange really add
anything to the experience of the work? As Peter Lunenfeld states, 'yes,
there is interactio n, but to what point beyond demonstrating that interaction
itself is possible.' 163 Increasingly the whole notion of interactivity is being
interrogated. As I have previously established, to interact is to act
reciprocally. It implies a mutual exchange. David Rokeby classifies a work
as interactive if it 'involves a dialogue between the interactor and the system
making up the art work. The interactive system respo nds to the interactor,
who in turn responds to that response.'

164

Using Rokeby's definition, most experiences of interactivity (at least in the
context of art works) are ' reactive' rather than ' interactive.' 165 His Very
Nervous System (1986- 1990) is an interactive space where body movement

is used as the catalyst for creating sound.

166

Here the system

reacts to movements made by the spectator who in turn reciprocates. In a
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I saw this piece in the exhibition Digital Aesthetics-One, Ivan Dougherty Gallery,
Sydney in 1996. See
http://www.noemalab.com/sections/specials/netmag magnet/magnet/scene2.htm and
http://mitprcss2.mit.edule-joumals/Leonardo/isasVnewhorizons2000/hanvood.html for
more information (last visited '13/5/02).
Peter Lunenfeld, Snap to Grid: A User's Guide to Digital Arts. Media and Cultures,
Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press. 2000, p. 164.
Rokeby, 'Transforming Mirrors: Subjectivity and Control in Interactive Media," in
Critical Issues in Electronic Media, Simon Penny (ed.), p. 137.
I am using Rokeby's terms here. David Rokeby: "Lecture for "Info Art", Kwangju
Biennale", (Korea 1995), http://www.interlog.com/- drokeby/insta!!.html (visited
9/01/01).
See David Rokeby, http://www.interlog.com/-drokebv/vns.hlml (visited 22/5/02) for a
descdption of lhis piece.
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sense the work is created as a result of pa rticipation. I watched a video of
Rokeby performing wi th this piece .167 H e was totaJi y absorbed with an

Fig.20 David Rok.eby, in Very Nervous System, in tile street in Potsdam.

awareness of his body movement in space a nd the different combinations of
sound invoke d. He played the space like an o rchestra. I had a si milar
response to Nigel Helyer's interac tive sound insta llation, Caliban's Children,

Fig.21 . Ntgel Helyer, Ariel, from Cali ban's Children. Interactive sound-installation, laser cw

acrylic and audio electronics.

which consisted of four laser-cut acrylic sculplUres that responded
acoustically to body proximity. 168 It was the moveme nt of my ha nds and
the sense of contro l over the tone s I was able to conj u re that held my
attention rather than the music itself.

167

As part of a workshop he gave at Solar Circuit, Hobart, 2002.
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wild2002, Bond Store, T.M.A.G. See hllp://wwll'.w!ld2002.cnlll/i>los/hclycr.hLm for
further infonnalion.
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This brings to mind my encounter with another work that could be classified
69
as interactive, Jeffrey Shaw's Legible City (1988-1991).' I rode a

(stationary) bicycle, navigating through a simulated three-dimensional
representation (the buildings were letters) of city streets projected onto a
large screen in front of me. As I turned so did the impression on the screen,
if I pedaled faster the sense of motion increased, I could even ride through

foig.22. Jeffrey Shaw, The Legible City, 1989192, Silicon Graphics complller, modified bicycle,

video, projeclor, projection screen. Dimensions variable.

or between the letters. I became total ly immersed in my actions. This kind
of interactivity left no space to sense anything other than the action. The
doing and the control became the e xperience.

With remembering, however, it is the memory image that is the experience
rather than the activity or cues that provoked it. Rokeby states that the bulk
of our encounters with the visual arts, film and television are ones where
something happens to you whereas the promise of interactivity is that this

169

I saw this piece in the exhibition The Boundary Rider: ~h Bienna/e of Sydney,
A.G.N.S.W., 15/12/92- 14/3/93.
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becomes something that you do. 170 I contend that the experience of
remembering is mostly passive, something happens to you provolcing a
memory. It is a reactive form of interaction - if it can be called that at all.
As I have stated earlier, the interactivity occurs in our engagement with the
memory - in the way the imagination is stimuJated, the questioning, the
dialogue, the narrative it invites. 171 Secondly, it is the memory image and
our fascination with it that forms the basis of this experience, in preference
to an emphasis on doing something to bring about some form of change.
Rather than placing an emphasis on a particular media or interaction, what
became important for me were the c haracteri stics, as I perceived them, of the
memory image and the way these operate.

Something stimulates the mind and a memory image appears: a fragment
Existing in isolation, it seems obscure, ambiguous and irresolvable. Will it
stay or evaporate? In comparison with the image, what activates it is either
irrelevant or unknown. Tbe property of this image is such that it invites our
participation. T hi s is a cruciaJ point, the relationship we enter into- the
form of engagement. The memory image has a particular quality. It
hovers, leaving space for contemplation. Evocative, irresolute - it invites us
to fill it out- pin it down - weave a story. We know it to be peculiarly ours
alone. It has a sense of familiarity- preciousness - something lost. It
demands our emotionaJ involvement. Trance-like, it tugs and stirsteasing. When was that? Who was there? Where was I? What happened? It
asks more questions than could possibly be answered. Resonance - the

ripples spread. It opens up what can be called a space of possibili ty. 172 I am
reminded here of a quote by Tjebbe van Tijen. 'Memory is as a skeleton of
related events joined together by our imagination in such a way that the
skeleton can even jig: 173 The varying physical properties of the recollective
memory image are diverse and reflect the perceptions and characteristics of
the individual , but I feel that the intrinsic element is th e level of engagement
solicited - it invites our participation. The memory image needs an

170

Rokeby, ''The Construction of Experience: Interface as Content,"
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Sec my comments in section titled "ls Recollective Memory lnteractivc?"
r should note here that Gary Hill also uses this phrase. See Regina Cornwell,
"Interview with Gary Hill," in George Quasha and Charles Stein, Tall Ships: Gary
Hill's Projective Installations - Number 2, New York: Barrytown Ltd, 1997, p. 44.

http://www .mterlog.com/-drokcbv/e~perience.html (visited 13/03/01).
172
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Tjebbe van Tijen, 'Ars Oblivivendi',

http://www.aec.at/mcme/svmp/panel/msg00088.html (visited l3/03/01).
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audience a nd, by implication, a story to complete it, to make sense and draw
it into a larger context. As Brenda Laurel states 'you either feel yourself to
be participating in the ongoing action of the representation or you
don 't.'J74

Strategies of Engagement
Rather than trying to limit myself to a particular media or interactivity per
se, I concentrated instead on work that I felt embodied these features, that
demanded an exchange and had t h e power to absorb; focusing on
individual pieces as opposed to a representative body of work by a
particular artist. The works discussed (ScruTiny in the Great RoundTennessee Rice Dixon and Jim Gasperini, Tall Ships- Gary H ill, and The

Passing - Bill Viola) were inspirational for me. Each uses a variety of
techniques to engage the viewer in ways th at I feel are reminiscent of the
memory image. A ll make use of fragmentation as a device to encourage
narrative. In Tall Ships, Hill entices the viewer into dialogue w ith his
projections. In The Passing, it is t he particularly intense visual quality of the
work and the ways in which Viola renders the familiar barely recognizable
that holds attentio n and promotes the exchange. Dixon and Gasperini use
collage and ambiguity to provoke association in ScruTiny in the Great

Round.

ScruTiny in the Great Round (1995) by Tennessee Rice Dixon and
Jim Gasperini. Sound contributions by Charlie Morrow.
There is a story line to this piece but it's more of a story that's built from
association. More like a poem. Where there's many elements - fragments and
glimpses of things that when put together in the end create a story but everyone
interprets it differently. 175

The CD-ROM ScruTiny in the Great Round is an interactive collage of
imagery, animation, poetry and music. 176 First introduced to the work in
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Brenda Laurel, Computers as Theatre, Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Pub., 1991, pp.
20-21.
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Interview with Tennessee Rice Dixon on ScruTiny in lhe Great Round, CD-ROM by
Tennessee Rice Dixon and Jim Gasperini with music and sounds by Charles Morrow,
CA.: Calliope Media, 1995.
See hllp://www.thing.net/- relav/scrutiny/index.html and
hllp://www.thing.net/- relay/main.html for more information (last visited 23/5/02).
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1995, I came across it again in the exhibition Burning the lnterjace

171

and

still f ind it compelling today. It was responsible for my initial interest in
computer-manipulated imagery. I realized the possibility of creating pieces
that were both beautiful and evocative, qualities I felt were sadly lacking in
much computer-based work produced at the time.

fig.23. Tennessee Rice Dixon and Jim Gasperini, scene from ScruTiny in the Great Round, 1995,

interactive CD-ROM.

Tennessee Rice Dixon originally conceived ScruTiny in the Great Round in
1991 as a limited-edition accordion-fold book of the same title. Later, Jim
Gasperini collaborated with her to transform it from book to CD-ROM. She
has commented that the transition from making books, 'which are pictures
in a series of pages with an element of ti me', to working with the computer
and moving images was very natural for her, addi ng that the addition of
sound, animation and text has given depth to the original ideas and fleshed
out the pages.

178

ScruTiny consists of twelve collaged scenes (one could think of them as
pages) each representing a moment in the cycle of regeneration and the
eternal encounter between female and male. They have a dream-like
sensibility, embedded with symbols and artifacts from cultures around the
world. Apart from being visually beautiful in its own right, every tableau
contains a variety of hidden offerings in the form of imagery, animation,
sound or text. (I cannot help but compare this heavy working of the image
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Burning the fmerjace, Museum of Contemporary Art, Sydney, 27 March- 14 July
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Interview with Tennessee Rice Dixon on ScruTiny in the Great Round, CD-ROM by
Tennessee Rice Dixon and Jim Gasperini with music and sounds by Charles Morrow.

1996.
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with the way in which Dixon hand-worked the pages for her book.) I am
alerted to the possibility of these by tone and the fact that the cursor glows
as I scroll over the ' hot spots'. Additionally, each compositio n appears in
two guises, S un and Moon (the color palette of the S un scenes is warm while
that of the Moon is cooler). 1 can move be tween the two levels of the
images at the time or choose to follow them individually. There is no single
path thro ug h the work. A loose circular design allows me access to each

Fig.24. Tennessee Rice Dixon and Jim Gasperini, scene from ScruTiny in the Great Round. /995,

mteractive CD-ROM.

picture in turn or enables me to retrace my footsteps. Alternatively I can
select from a menu o r c hoose to aJiow the sequences to appear and the
vario us anima tions to play without having to move the cursor around and
interact.

The music is a crucial e lement in s etting the mood fo r each image. Charlie
Morro w describes any collage as being four-dimensio nal, with the
implication that it is the sound that has the potential to achieve this. 179 In
this instance he is right. Morrow has managed to combine subtle, diverse
elements that when triggered by the scrolling mouse combine with the
overall melody to form a whole.

Dixon has used collage (mostly found components) extensively in her artmaking describing the technique as a way of ' bringing together complex
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Interview with Tennessee Rice Dixon on ScruTiny in the Great Round, CD-ROM by
Tennessee R1ce Dixon and Jim Gasperini with music and sounds by Charles Morrow.
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and fragmented ideas into one field of vision.' 180 This is where the power of
the piece lies for me, apart from the beauty of the imagery, which is

Fig.25. Tennessee Rice Dixon and Jim Gasperini, scene from ScruTiny in the Great Round. 1995,

interactive CD-ROM.

another way of enticing the viewer. As with Tall Ships, rather than the
interactive component being important (it is really just a form of navigation
and plays just as well without it), the real interactivity is in the multiple
meanings and the narra tives evoked from the brief fragments and disparate
elements. As I chart my course through the eclectic imagery/animations that
is ScruTiny I am reminded of the equally eccentric collection of internal
imagery and the multiple interpretations and stories that they invite.

Gary Hill, Tall Ships (1992)
... [f) he work itself becomes a medium of exchange. 181

Michael Duncan says of Hill that he transforms his themes 'into immediate
sensory experience.' 181 Tall Ships is a video environment that lives on in the
imagination. Twelve projected black and white images of people in varying
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Interview with Tennessee Rice Dixon on ScruTiny in the Great Round, CD-ROM by
Tennessee Rice Dixon and Jim Gasperini with music and sounds by Charles Morrow.
George Quasha and Charles Stein, Tall Ships: Gary Hill's Projecrive Installations Number 2. New York: Barrytown Ltd, 1997, p.35.
Michael Duncan, "In Plato's Electronic Cave," Arlin America, 6, Vol. 83, June, 1995,

p.69.
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states of repose are arrayed along both sides of a dark corridor with a single
image projected onto the end wall. 183 T he figures appear to be waiting.
They are the only source of light. As 1 enter the space, and approach one of
these apparitions, hidden sensors are triggered. The 'person,' initially seen
as far away and small, appears to respond and comes toward me until it is
approximately life-size. Who is this person? What do they want? The body
language suggests he/she is trying to see me, to communicate, make eye
contact. I return the gaze. They Look as though they have something to
say. If I walk away so do they, if I return they turn around too and the
exchange continues.

fig.26. Gary Hill, installation view ofTall Ships. 1992, video installation with madifled
monitors, projection lenses, computer-cofllrol/ed laserdisc players and switching runner mats for
interactive triggering.

The experience is profound. My initial response was disorientation and a
fear of entering the cavern-like blackness. 1 blundered towards the first
figure. An elderly gentleman got up and walked towards me. From that
moment I was lost. What took place was an encounter with an image that
was so complete I found myself echoing movements and gestures,
responding to what I perceived as implied appeals, playing games with
phantoms. 'The membrane between viewer and projection in Tall Ships
becomes permeable,' 184 suggest George Quasha and Charles Stein. As my
eyes adjusted I stood quietly in the dark and watched my fellow spectators.
l observed similar reactions to my ow n. Pulled into a shared space witl1
18J
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Hill has also showed larger versions of this work, which mclude 16 1mages. The p1ece
I saw was part of the exhibition Space Odysseys: Sensa/ion and Immersion, at the
1\.0.N.S. W., ( L81h August - L41h October 200 1).
Quasha and Stein, Tall Ships: Gary Hill's Projecfive Installations - Number 2. p. 35.
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these images, people postured, giggled softly, stared. Cruised. Passed each
other in the dark. The audience was an intrinsic e lement in this
composition. Who was the viewer and who the viewed? The residual light
from each image highlighted faces and gestures, which seemed to di ssolve
into the piece, becoming part of, and completing the circle.

Fig.27. Gary Hill, delailfront TaJI Ships, 1992.

T here is no audio component in this work. Hill 'imagined filling the space
with silence.' •ss Indeed, the absolute quiet is deafening in the gloom and is
fu rther emphasized by the occasio nal whispers and shuffles. 'At the verge
of communication, where you stand in the piece, you may feel the pressure
of the possibility of speaking.' ' 86 Hill says of its reticence that you feel
there must be something to say. 'And what does one possibly say when it's
radically stripped down to this point?' 1 ~n It is at this apex of 'stripped
down-ness', at this point of articulation where nothing is said but so much
implied, that the real confrontation takes place. The silence, the darkness,
the mirrored muteness of the figures induces an almost trance-like state of
contemplation - a slow and intimate 'absorption of information into
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Regina Cornwell, "Gary Hill: An Interview," in Gary Hill, Robert C. Morgan (ed.),
Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000, p.225.
Quasha and Stein, Tall Ships: Gary Hill's Projective Installations - Number 2, p. 36.
Regina Cornwell , "Tnterview with Gary Hill," in Quasha and Stein, Tall Ships: Gary
Hill's Projective Installations - Number 2, p. 50.
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consciousness.' 188 It opens a gap, which we fi ll with our own connotations
and queries.
The apparitions in Tall Ships have been described as wraiths returning for
one last lingering contact!89 In them I found my quintessential recollecti ve
memory image. It was not just the physical appearance, although the
similarities as I conceive them are considerable; for example bear in mind

rig.28. Gary Hill, detail from Tall Ships, 1992.

the Jack of color or any di scernable edge, the difficulty in making out the
features, and the blurring. Consider, too, the illumination - these
representations seem to radiate light, emerge from the darkness and hover in
the space. Nor is it the way the figures slowly reveal themselves, becoming
more discernable over time. Even more significant is the fact that the
images are decontextualized, fragmented, have no time. They exist in a void
waiting not only for a cue to set them free, but for a narrative to catch them,
for a context. T hey are projections in the literal sense but in the silence, into
the gap that is opened, I am able to propel my own chimeras. The two
become entangled. My visions materialize and become embedded.
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Robert C. Morgan, "Gary Hill: Beyond the Image," in Gary Hill, Robert C. Morgan
(cd.),p. 10.
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Quasha and Stein, Tall Ships: Gary Hill's Projective Installations - Number 2, p. 16.
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'Distinctions unfold of their own accord, erupt from our past, f rom history,
fro m art, f rom the dark. We project. We lay it on. We meet their silence
with a secret story, and no one will ever know' 190 comment Quasha and
Stein.

If one applies Rokeby's definition of the word, Tall Ships is not interactive
but rather reactive. In its engagement with the viewer, however, it reaches a
level of interactivity that most artists working in this area could only aspire
to. The initial triggering of the image, (which the majority of people would
deem interactive), is only the starting point, necessary to bring the phantoms
to life. T he power of the piece (for me, the real interactivity) comes in the
way it provokes and coaxes memories of other encounters and impressions;
in the way it leaves itself radically open to replication and allows the
interlacing of story and interpretation. The imagery resonates with untold
potentiality. Hill describes wanti ng to deliberately create an open
experience, illuminating a space of possibility for the viewer. 191 In a sense
this work is about engagement, an intimate dialogue. It demands it and, like
the memory image, is not complete without our association and response to
give it meaning.

Bill Viola, The Passing (1991)
Though one may experience Viola's work in a social context Lypified by the
museum gallery, the work itself retains a profoundly private c haracter. Not unlike
complex music, these time-based works insist on a concentrated focus. And because
they refuse to describe the world in any recognizable documentary fashion, they can
only succeed in constructing a model of space defined by memory and acute selfawareness. 191

Bill Viola has had more than a fleeting interest in the visions of the mind.

The Theater of Memory (1985) is a video/sound installation that takes, as its
subject matter, the triggering of neurons in the brain and related mental
pictures. Deserts (1994) concentrates on the ebb and flow of
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George Quasha and Charles Stein, Viewer: Gary Hill's Projective lnstallalions Number 3, New York: Barrytown Ltd, 1997, p.30. Although their rema rks are directed
at another installation, Viewer, I feel they have relevance.
Regina Cornwell, "Interview with Gary Hill," in Quasha and Stein, Tall Ships: Gary
Hill's Projective lnstallalions - Number 2, p. 44.
David A. Ross, in Bill Viola, curated by David A. Ross and Peter Sellars; with
contdbutions by Lewis Hyde ... [etal.], New York: Whitney Museum of American Arl
in association with Flammarion, Paris- New York, 1997, p. 29.
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representations on the surface of the mind. Likewise he describes the
imagery in Pneuma (1994) as ' indistinct, shifting, and shadowy, the
projections become more like memories or internal sensations rather than
recorded images of actual places and events ... ' 193 The installation Passage
(1987) contains footage of a child's birthday party. Played back at 1/16
normal speed and projected to monumental proportions it comments on the
importance that such rites of passage assume in our ow n reminiscing.
To my mind however, The Passing is a more direct evocation of the
experience of the internal rambl in gs of the mind. Made in remembrance of
his mother, Wynne Lee Viola, it has an emotional raw ness that compels. To
cite Viola, the work 'depicts a twilight world hovering on the borders of
human perception and consciousness, where the multiple lives of the mind
(memory, reality, and vision) merge.' 194 The subliminal , richly symbolic
imagery evokes a feeling of fantasy and internal anamnesis. In The
Passing, a sleeper dreams- images flicker and play across the surface of hi s
mind. Disconnected and fragmentary sequences are linked together by the
abstract play of light and shadow. Every now and then the sleeper wakes,
upsetting the ebb and fl ow of visions, then slowly submerges to drift in
phantasmal isolation. The measure of the overall piece has a rhythm
reminiscent of a falteri ng heartbeat. Lyrical, weightless interludes are jostled
by the abrupt, the staccato, before returning to a state of suspension. The
defining frame of viewing his work on a rectangular screen is offset by his
use of light - the way Viola f loats the imagery. Because you are often not
quite sure of what it is you are looking at, the questioni ng and associations
make you go beyond the boundaries of the screen.
As a viewer one moves from real time - the waking sequences of the
dreamer always seem to be in real time- to the hallucinatory cadence of the
dreams. Viola achieves this in a variety of ways. There are moments when
time itself seems to flow backwards. For example when a figure is propelled
up out of the water into the air. A lternatively the footage is literally slowed.
In another episode a young child looks directly into your eyes and comes

towards you - the action has been slowed dramatically so that the characters
19l
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Bill Viola, in Bill Viola, curated by David A. Ross and Peter Sellars; with
contributions by Lewis Hyde ... [et al.], New York: Whitney Museum of American Art
in association with Flammarion, Paris- New York, 1997, p. 111.
Ibid. , p. 96.
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appear to move as if in some sort of weary, sonorous dance. The
underwater scenes have a similar effect. Clothing and objects undulate
sedately. The light ripples. We are in limbo.

Fig.29. Bill Viola, scene from The Passing, 1991, videotape.

Viola's dexterity with the camera is exemplary. He moves with it - back
and forth - or in a languorous pan. His techn ique of manual focus
heightens the intensity of the moment. Details slowly achieve limpidity,
only to melt away again to blur and darkness. Due to his manipulation of
focus, lighting (dark in the extreme), and suspended time, I often do not
quite comprehend, a t first, what it is that I am looking at. Making
associations f rom the previous incident sometimes helps me determine w hat
I am seeing. Occasionally I am still unsure. The scenes are equivocal,
vague, hypnotic. U nderstanding dawns only slowly. The effect is
heightened by his use of disorienting camera angles. I float, unsure of

where to put myself. Interestingly, Viola also mentions this.

Think of how you experience events in a dream or memory. We
call it 'tl1e minds eye'. Usually, in recalling a scene or describing
a dream, we do so from a mysterious, detached third point of view.
We 'see' the scene and ourselves within it from some other
position, quite often off to the side and slightly above all the
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acttvtty. This is the original camera angle. It existed Long before
there was even such a thing as a camera. 195

What I have called his ' home video' footage (that is footage of children and
family activities), especiaJiy accommodates this trai t. Filmed with the
appearance of an observer image the result is eerie, disturbing; for instead of
a sense of detachment the camera is placed so close to the subjects that I am
almost looking over their shoulders. It feels claustrophobic. This,
combined with an impression of time gone awry, adds an ominous sense of
rawness to an event that is otherw ise quite familia r.

Fig.30. Bill Viola, scenes from The Passing, 1991, videotape.

A Jot of the imagery Viola uses is of the every-day - s uburban streets,

interiors of ho uses, family gatherings. But they are altered . Through
techniques such as camera angle, slow motion, blurring, the use of night
photography or artificial light sources, to present a scene, he makes the
customary inexplicable. One cou ld talk about it in terms of the uncanny. It
draws me in. T he knowable becomes elusive, evocative, unfamiliar. I
experience the phenomenon of understanding being just beyond my reach

- it is on the tip of my tongue. I should identify what it is that I am seeing.
I have the immensely frustrating experience of almost recognizing. My
mind stretches- I am in the domain of the memory image. It induces a
state of reverie- an almost hypno tic condition that all ows my own
phantasms to rise to the surface.

This visual element is echoed in V iola's use of sound . Often elements from
one scene will continue to play through other scenes, building layers and
colori ng my impressions. At times, usuall y when the sleeper abruptly
returns to wakefulness, it reaches a jarring pi tch. More often though it
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Bill Viola, Reasons for Knocking at an Empty House: Writings 1973-1994, edited by
Robert Violette in collaboration with the author; introduction by Jean-Christophe
Ammann, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1995, p. 93.
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registers as a barely heard resonance - particularly in scenes that depict
some sort of family event. Here, because the sound is slowed and distorted
and the volume low, it is barely perceptible. It tugs at my consciousness, an
undercurrent with only the occasional surfacing of something audible or
real. Again [have the feeling of standing on the threshold of recognition.
Because of the sense of familiarity with so much of the imagery, I can insert

myself into the scene, imagining remnants from my own experience.
Because I see only a small fragment the questions are intensified. My
engagement is total - complete. W hat is it that l am looking at? Who is it?
Where was that? I immediately start to work this remnant into a larger
narrative. Of course Viola has already done this- he flits from one sequel
to another, a sort of time-based collage. Joined with a n emphasis on light
and shadow the associations seem prescri bed. But are they? With their
vague familiarity and dream-like connotations they work on a subconscious
level. With his emphasis on the visuaJ characteristics of the memory image,
Viola introduced me to a greater range of available techniques. Like Gary
Hill' s apparitions these images entice, question and offer a space for the
unrestrained imagination.

In Conclusion

r lg.3 1. Gary Hill, I Believe It Is an Image in L1ghl of the Other, 1991-92. Mt:ced media
installation. Seven channel video, modified TV 11/besfor projectiOn, books and speaker.

I conclude this chapter with the comment that these last mentioned pieces
were pivotal in relation to the qualities that I sought in my own project. But
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before discussing the development of my own ideas and practice there is
one further influence in the field of video installation that bears mentioning.
This was the possibility of animating objects with imagery as opposed to
being necessarily restricted to a screen or wall.
Gary Hill has agai n been an influe nce here. His I Believe It Is an/mage in

Light of the Other (1991-92) is a mixed media installation containing video,
modified T V tubes for projection a nd books. Although I have not
experienced thi s work directly I was mesmerized by the concept of delicate
projections onto books scattered a bout a fl oor - the fi gures a nd faces
hovering, as it were, on the open pages of text. T he projectors hang from
the ceiling emi tting their tiny circles of light; neatly inserted into the
installation rather than seen as an a nnoying apparatus to be concealed.

rig.32. Gary HiU, Inasmuch As It ls Always Already Taking Place, 1990. Sixteen channel
v1d~o/sound

itlSlallation. Sixteen one-half inch to 21 inch 8& W TV 111bes positioned in

hori'l.ontal mset in wall.

Another work, Inasmuch As Tt ls Always Already Taking Place ( 1990),
consists of sixteen black-and-white TV tubes of various sizes, positioned in a
horizontal inset in a wall; each one containing a looped video of a section of
body. They resemble a scattered aggregate of still images; imagery,
however, that contains a modicum of motion and sound.
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foig.33. Bill Viola, derail from The Sleepers,J992, video instal/arion.

A variation of this idea can be found in Bill Viola's video installation, The

Sleepers {1992), which is composed of seven (55 gallon) metal barrels filled
with water. Each barrel contains a submerged black-and-white video
monitor that plays imagery of real-time close-up recordings of a person's
face whilst sleeping.

These pieces extended, for me, the potential of projection to include the
concept of the image as object. With the work of Lynette Wall worth I had
the opportunity to physically experience this. Her Ho./d Vessel ttl
combined exotic video glimpses of the natural world with the exquisite
sensation of capturing and holding these images in delicate white bowls. 196
Entering a narrow space where three overhead projectors shone their
imagery onto the floor, I was invited to catch these apparitio ns in the bowls
provided. The feeling was one of compell ing intimacy as I played with (of
course I also tried to catch them in my hands and with my body), and
inspected these elusive flickering phantasms.

These works do not deal with memory per se and my discussio n is
necessarily brief. I mention them because of the way they expanded video
installatio n, for me, to include the possibility of animating objects either
through projection or other means. Up until now I had merely thought

196

I saw this piece at the exhibition Space Odysseys: Sensation and Immersion, at the
A.O.N.S.W., ( 181h August- l41h October 2001).
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about the memory image tra nsforming o bjec ts- of becoming a n o bject in
its own right - but had not physically experienced or tested my ideas. In
the following section I will describe in deta il the develo pment of my own
work on the memory image.

Fig.34. Lytrelle Wallwonlr, detail from Hold Vcssci #J , 2001, prOJt!CIIOIIs, digital video

image1y, collection Australia11 Centre for the Movi11g Image.
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PART FIVE

HOW THE PROJECTWAS PURSUED
Introduction
My research project developed in three stages. The initi al period involved
learni ng, and experimentation with interactivity, but primarily continued the
use of still imagery. The second stage saw further general research on
interacti ve programming and sensors, wi th a sh if t to digital video and an
emphasis on the memory image. I had formed the building blocks. In the
final stage 1 incorporated the techniques learned; tested aspects of
installation ; and produced the exhi bited work.

The First Phase

I decided to continue utilizing the computer because it was the medium that
I had been most recently working with and I was still very interested in its
capacity for blending and layering. I was intrigued by its potentiaL I saw it
as a useful tool for combining moving imagery, sti lls and sound and I had
wondered about the possibili ty of introducing an interactive element into the
project. T here was an assumption, perhaps onl y on my part, that because I
used computer technology this was the next logical step. Additional ly, the
discourse of experie nce and interacti vity seemed intricately bound together;
it was seen as a way of extending the complexity of imagery. 197 T his
appeared to suit my intention of researchjng the experience of remembering
and, after attending a conference in Sydney, The Language of lnteractivity,
CD-ROM work seemed a viable avenue of exploration. 198

My initial task was to Jearn and understand the capabilities of the programs I
felt I would need. I gathered materia], building up a collection from which
to work, mostly using imagery I had scanned previously. As I was famil iar
with PhotoShop and wanted to introduce movement and resonance into the
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For example, see Timothy Druckrey's essay "Revisioning Technology", in Jteratums:
The New/mage, Timothy Druckrey (ed.), New York City: International Center of
Photography, 1993, pp. 23-37.
The Australian Film Commission orga nized the conference att the ABC Ullimo Center,
Sydney, l1 111-131b April, 1996.
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work, 1 concentrated on Adobe Premiere, which would a llow me to
manipulate and animate stills, and combine this with video and sound.

Fig.35. Rutlr Fros1, scene from Light Swing Movie. Digital animation using still photographs.

My first attempts used still images, fading one into the other, rather as I had
previously put sequencing to use. I animated them using techniques such as
lighting (I would change the intensity and position of the light source in
PhotoShop and transport these back into Premiere), sizing, and blending

Fig.36. Ruth Frost, scene from New Hall Movie. Dtgital animatton usmg sull photographs.

various layers, one on top of the other. In addition I started collecting
sound clips from vario us sources and worked on them with a sound
program, SoundEdit l6, before incorporating them into Premiere. I called
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my early a nimations (such as Light Swing Movie, New Hall Movie, BACKLIT

movie, Try3 full movie sound, Try 5 Movie and Try 9 Movie199), working

Fig.37. Ruth Frost, scene from New 10 Movie. Digital animation using sLill phorographs.

sketches or explorations. I was really j ust trying to learn my tools. These
culminated in New 10 Movie, an animated version of the exhibition Safe

House. To an extent I had achieved my aim of wanting to incorporate
movement and sound into this piece.

By this stage I realized I needed to extend my capabilities to include motion,
so my next step was some tentative experi ments with video. I initially
captured pre-existing movies but the n shot and digitized my own footage
usi ng analogue film. (Hallrun Movie, Dancing Movie, Humming

Fig.38. Ruth Frost, scene from Hall run Movie. Digital animal ion using still phoLographs.
199

PLEASE NOTE. I have made copies of all material mentioned in Phase One and these
are available for viewing on the separate CD-ROM, 71te First Phase CDJ, that
accompanies this exegesis.
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Hail Movie, Revised movie.) All the work produced at this time was small
( 160 x 120 pixels). This was largely because of computer constraints but I
still saw this early phase as being very experimental. Creating these tiny

Fig.39. Rill II Frost, scene from Dancing Movie. Digital animation using still photographs.

clips helped me try to define what I meant by memory. At this stage I had
not read any theory. I started to think of them as small cameos, as
fragments or flashes, a product of the act of recollecti on. My main concern
was with how could they be put to use. I needed some sort of structure to
underpin them.

This line of thought brought me back to one of my original reasons for
staying with the computer and using it to investigate memoi'Y - the
possibility of interactivity. I had wondered if there was a link between this
and the act of remembering. I thought of the interactive process as a
tri gger, something that could provoke a memory fragment or chain of
memories. Consequently I started to explore the program Macromedia
Director. Director is a program that enables the bringing together of

QuickTime movies, sound and still imagery. The language used is primarily
of the theatre. Items are brought in as cast members, assembled and
organized in a score, and essentially perform on a stage. They are
controlled using a programming language called Lingo which allows for,
among other things, events to happen once the keyboard is pressed, the
mouse clicked, or cast members are activated on the stage.
After some initial experiments (All together, Map movie) and inspired by
Bachelard's book, The Poetics of Space, I settled on the notion of exploring
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memory through the various rooms, spaces and objects that constitute the
home. ' ... [T]here exist for each one of us an oneiric house, a house of
dream memory, that is lost in the shadow of a beyond of the real past.'200
Bachelard gave me a glimmer of what might be possible. I imagined an
ordinary domestic space where, as one explored it, memories or fragments
of imagery would break through. I wanted a sense of numerous areas coexisting within the one place. Narryna. Installation 320x240 was the result.

Fig.40. Ruth Frost, hall scene from Narryna Installation. Interactive Director movie using video,

animation and still photographs.

This was photographed at one of Hobart's historic homesteads, Narryna,
and assembled in Director.201 The piece started with a static photograph of
the front hallway. As you scrolled the mouse over various parts of the
picture it was possible to enter and explore, again through still images, some
of the rooms or to move up the stairs. Occasionally small QuickTime
movies, which I intended as memory fragments, would be triggered. One
literally moved, image by image, through the house. I could see the
possibilities of spaces co-existing and of past times rupturing the present.
Perhaps these small flashes could be put together into a complete story.
However, apart from a few segments where the small cameos of video
footage blended through into parts of the still imagery, I was far from
satisfied. 201
zoo
201

202

Bachelard, 111e Poetics of Space, p. 15.
PLEASE NOTE. The images that comprise this piece are also available for viewing in
the folder, "Narryna Images", on the CD-ROM, The First Phase CDJ, that accompanies
this exegesis.
See, for example the folder called Halnm in the CD-ROM, The Firsl Phase CDJ, that

accompanies this exegesis.
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The site of Narryna was not ideal. Although I had chosen to work there
because of a sense of history, it was a museum and gave none of the sense

f.ig.4 J. RutIt Frost, stairway from Narryna Installation. Interactive Director movie using video,
animation and still photographs.

of a li ved-in home that I desired. The piece was also far too literal. The
ability to navigate through the house might have sui ted a tourist brochure
but had little to do with my own sense of rememberi ng. The somewhat

Fig.42. Rwlt Frost, bedroom scene from Narryna Installation. Interactive Director movie using
video, anim£1tion and still photographs.

literal memory flashes were too few and far between. I wondered how I
could direct people to the parts of the imagery that contained the flashes.
Did it matter if all of them were not seen? What spaces or objects were more
likely to contain memories? The most disappointing aspect was the
experience of the piece. Although I had happily engaged with some screenpage 86

based work in the past, in this instance having to scroll over an image with a
mouse to navigate or trigger flashes was not an engaging one. I felt it had
little in common with the way in which we remember. Scale was also
becoming an issue; I felt the work needed to be larger. Mter seeing the
piece projected for the first time I considered the possibility of using an
actual space and of somehow activating the work within that space.

Fig.43. Ruth Frosl, image from Random Garage. fnleraclive Direcror movie using still

photographs.

Consequently I started experimenting with pressure mats and a motion
sensor that were wired into an ADB computer mouse. When the sensors
were triggered it meant effectively that the mouse had been pressed. This
could be practically incorporated into the program Director by writing a
command in Lingo that set an event in action once this happened. Random

Garage, Random Wedding, Pressure Experiment and Motion Experiment 3
were the results. They were 240 x 320 pixel Director movies, that used
either small sections of the original Narryna 320x240 or new material, but
utilized a sensor to activate short QuickTime movies. In Pressure

Experiment I used partially transparent video footage combined with
overlying imagery; the process was made possible by using a property, in
Director, which enables various layered cast members to be blended
together. 203 In the Random Director movies and Motion Experiment 3, I
tested a random programming technique that I continued using throughout
the project.

203

Another example of this can also be found in the folder called Halmn, in the CD-ROM
The First Phase CDl, that accompanies this exegesis.
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Fig.44. Rwll Frost, recreated scene from Pressure Experiment. Interactive Director movie using

video and still photographs.

Motion Interactive was my next m aj or attempt at tackling the issues raised
by Narryna 320x240, although the ideas were still centered on the
perception of a space acti vated by sma ll memory fragmen ts.1().1 In this piece,
a motion sensor linked to a mouse, triggered a haphazard series of small
QuickTime movies. This time, instead of navigating thro ugh the house with
the occasional memory remnant (QuickTime) being activated, the e nti re
piece consisted of small fragment s. These were mainly constructed from
further photographs shot at Narry na and some video footage. [t had a
starting point (or photogra ph) and always ended in the same manner but
otherwise any of three loosely based pathways were randomly selected. I
introduced sound as a major compo ne nt, addi ng a nothe r layer. I could see
a number of possibilities for how this piece migh t be e mployed in a space. I
imagined it being projected onto a wa ll with the sensor only acti vating when

people ventured past. As it consisted of a number of small movies I also
considered the possibility of breaking it into segments on different
computers and arrangi ng these in a space with various sensors as triggers.

PLEASE NO'fE. Both Motion Interacrive and the individual movies that comprise this
piece arc available for viewing on the CD-ROM, The First Phase CD2, that
accompanies this exegesis.
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As it stood, however, Motion Interactive had a number of pro ble ms. The
general mo tion sensor was too sensitive and even slightly mo ving an arm
would set it off, begging the question of what was initia ting the memory
fl ashes and why. There was also a time lag problem wi th the delay, after the

Fig.45. Rlllh Frost, scene from Motio n lnleractive. Interactive Director movie using video.
animation and still photographs.

Fig.46. Ruth Frost, scene from Motion Interactive. Interactive Director movie using video,
animation and still photographs.

sensor had been triggered, bringing no real sense of a pro per cause and

effect. I had a troublesome black flash on the screen before each of the
mo vies played. The program 1 was using at that time, Directo r 5, was no t
respo nding well to my QuickTime movies. Even though they were still
sma ll in size they were using too much compute r memo ry, causing jerky

playback. Finally, although I had re-shot most of the Narryna imagery I
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was still unhappy with the look of it- I could not quite shake the sense of
the museum.

Fig.47. Ruth Frost, scene from Motion Interactive. Interactive Director movie using video,
animation and still photographs.

New 10 Movie, Random Garage and Motion Interactive were probably the
only significant pieces from this period. Although they are unfinished, the
sudden flashes of imagery in Random Garage inspired later clips such as
closed doorflash mov205 while Motion Interactive has provided the starting

point for much of my later work. I had achieved my objective of learning
about and working with the programs I thought necessary, and had started
to obtain an understanding of how elements of interactivity might be
incorporated into this.106

The Second Phase
My son was born in April '98 and I subsequently took two years maternity
leave. On returning from leave I felt it essential to reassess the aims and
direction of my work. There were two main areas that I could see required
further research. Firstly, I wanted to evoke for the viewer a sense of the
experience of remembering. Did my assumptions about interactivity have a
role here? And secondly, I wanted to concentrate on visually exploring the

nature of the (recollective) memory image. How might we see memory in
our mind's eye? In short, I wanted to try to recreate an impression of
105
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This movie can be found on the CD-ROM, The Second Phase, that accompanies this
exegesis.
At the time I was still looking for links between this and the way that we remember.
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memory flashes or fragments which would be put together, in an as yet
undecided way, to try and evoke the experience of rememberin g.

I faced a number of problems, firstly with the computer programs. Most
had undergone quit.e major changes (e.g. Director 5 had evolved into
Director 8) and required some relearning o n my part. Rather than continue
with Premiere. which I had been using to make my QuickTime movies, I

turned to Adobe After Effects. It had been recommended for a more
precise approach and g reater capabilities but, once again, I was faced with
mastering the necessary skills. 207

Fig.48. Rwh Frost, still from new curtain comp. Created in Adobe After Effects.

I also shifted my emphasis from using mostly still imagery interspersed with
some video to a more direct use of video footage. 1 decided on this course
of action because althoug h the memory image might be a relatively small
remnant, I considered it a dynamic rather than a static entity. If the bulk of
the work was to consist of video footage, however, I would need to improve
both the quality of my source material and the way in which I captured this
o nto the computer (i.e. the way in which this footage was digitized).

In

addition, even if the resulting pieces were projected at a small size, the use of
full screen video (as opposed to the tiny movies I had been making) seemed
more appropriate. To overcome these problems I acquired a digital video

camera (instead of the analogue model I had been working with) and taught
myself the rudiments of its use. After some experime ntation with
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See the movie, new cw·fain camp movie, on the CD-ROM, The Second Phase, that

accompanies this exegesis.
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downloading the footage I found an adequate program .

The full screen

digital video footage was then imported into After Effects and worked on
before being rendered - again as full screen digital video movies. Working

in this way aJlowed me to save the movies back onto DV tape at this stage.
Equally important, I had discovered that the compression capabilities in
After Effects were not adequate for the quality I wanted. I needed to find a
balance between the massive amount of computer memory used with fuU
screen digital video, the capability of the program (Director 8), and the
caliber of imagery I sought.
To clarify this point fu rther, the computer I was working with was a Power
Macintosh G3 209• It did not have the capacity to smoo thly play back a
movie file the size of the full screen o nes I was now producing - it was
simply not powerful enough. I wanted to continue working with the
computer in order to use the program Director 8 and therefore needed to
compress my movies down to an acceptable size. The question was how to
do this without losing too much quaJity, as I was still very concerned with
the appearance of the imagery. In order to resolve the conundrum, I
explored the compression settings available in After Effects before turning
to Media Cleaner Pro; a program designed especially to deal with this. After

extensive testing I was finally able to settle on an acceptable compromise
between quaJity and file size.110
To all intents and purposes I had now assembled my tools. J had decided
on full screen digital video. I used Final Cut Pro to capture it on to the
computer; After Effects to work with the footage; Sound Edit 16 to work
with the sound; Media Cleaner 5 to compress the rendered movies; and
Director 8 to bring everything together.

I faced a further dilemma with my choice of Director for assembling and
playing the various components of a piece. I had previously relied on its
ability to blend layers of imagery (for example, I couJd play a video clip

208
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I first used Edit DV and later Final Cut Pro.
This is what was available to me at the time, however, I had also decided m the
interests of exhibiting the work I might be better off getting it to perform on this less
powerful machine.
See the CD-ROM, The Second Phase, for the QuickTime movies relating to these tests
and Appendix 4, Extract from Journal, for the wri lten results.
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through a still image211 ) but found that this was not possible given the size of
the QuickTime movies (both in file size and actual size) that I was now
producing. I had to rely instead on discrete individual movies and the ways
these elements might relate to each other or be brought together. lf any
actual blending or layering was to occur I had to contrive it myself in After
Effects.

Fig.49. Ruth Frost, still from early short walk mov. Digital video crafted m Adobe After Effects.
Fig 50. Rwh Frost. still from early hall walk mov. Dlgllal video crafted m Adobe After Effects.

With these technical decisions made, I again turned my attention to the
visual characteristics of the memory image, focussing on making individual
clips that could later be collated. I had found a new site to work with, a
li ved-in home with a sense of history. While recording, I tried to emphasize
the experience of childhood by u sing the camera at a low angle (e.g. early

short walk mov and early hall walk mov).212

Point of view was important, as I had discovered in my research on Field and
Observer imagery. 213 In brief, Field imagery is experienced as seen and is
more emo tionally charged. Observer imagery has a sense of detachment, of
one observing oneself. Although mo re mention is made of early memories
being in the observer mode, I wanted to involve the viewer and to

111
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See, for example. Blow, in the folder Old Blends 1n the CD-ROM, The Second Phase
that that accompanies this exegesis.
PLEASE NOTE. I have made copies of all material mentioned in Phase Two and these
arc available for viewing on the separate CD-ROM, I'lLe Second Ph(lse, that
accompanies this exegesis.
See section on Field and Observer imagery in Part Three, "The Memory Image," p. 39.
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emphasize the intensity of the moment. I filmed primarily from the Field
perspective (e.g. early slow no sign mov, early backsteps mov and early red

chair mov).11•

Fig.S I. Rwh f rost, still from early slow no sign mov. Digital video crafted 111 Adobe After

Effects.
Fig.52. Rutlr frost, still from early red chair mov. Digital video crafted in Adobe After Effects.

Fig.53. Rwlr frost, still from mem. flash l mov. Digital video crafted In Adobe After Effects.

I concentrated on deliberate short segments to emphasize the sense of a
fragment, of a ' missing' before and after, some times montaging these with
quite del iberate cuts and edits as opposed to the vagaries of interactive
intervention (e.g. mem.flash 1 mov a nd mem.jlash 2 mov). Occasionall y a
longer sequence would be broken up into disparate parts.
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Because of this I had mitial problems with camera shake. l eventually used a lead
weight on u pole, which I could attach my camera to, and this helped smooth things
out.
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Fig.54. David and Ruth with cat. Silver gelati II photograph.

Since much of the subject matter came from fragments of my own past [
also tried to include some of the old snapshots from my childhood.
However, these were interpreted by various viewers as 'photographs of
memories' rather than actual memories, and eventually I mostly discarded
them (e.g. Jree3/ong mov, snake mov and grandma flash mov).

Fig.55. Ruth Frost, s hort mantel without masking. Digital video crafted in Adobe After Effects.
Fig.56. Ruth Frost, short mantel with mas king. Digital video crafted ill Adobe After Effects.

Further research on mental imagery offered a variety of technical strategies.
After some testing, I began fading the segments in and o ut of blackness, as
well as masking the edges of the imagery as a consistent technique (e.g.

short mantel mov (unmasked) and short mantel mov (masked)).liS Masking
was also employed as a way of layering one section of footage over another.
I devised a method for simulating a sudde n flash of imagery (e.g. early
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T his was a strategy I first used then abandoned. Later when 1 decided the masking was
tndeed relevant I had to remake most of the movies intended for the final pieces.
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clothes flicker mov, clothes flash mov and early red chair flash mov) and I
slowed or speeded up the timing of the clips (e.g. early slow hall mov,

saturated red frame mov and kitchen flash 50 mov).

Fig.57. Ruth Frost, still from pink hat mov. Digital video crafted in Adobe After Effects.

Filters and effects were used sparingly. On occasion I used the Glow effect
as a means to emphasize different areas (e.g. the red hand mov) and I
explored blurring as a device, initially while I composed the movie in After
Effects and later in the use of manual focussing (e.g. into mov and mpink

hat mov). As I became more experienced with the program I incorporated
some of the filters I had used previously in PhotoShop- mainly lighting -

Fig.58. Ruth Frost, still from unsaturated blue wall mov.
Fig.59. Ruth Frost, still from saturated blue waH mov.

to intensify sections (e.g. guitar blend mov). 1 also used an extremely timeconsuming method of manipulating the individual frames of a movie in
PhotoShop, blurring parts, saturating others, before importing the clip back
into After Effects for further work and rendering (e.g. Sblue wall mov, Sfire

door mov). Unsaturated back kitchen mov, saturated back kitchen mov and
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back kitchen film mov are examples of before, after, and too much
handworking, respectively. Many of the QuickTime movies made during
this period were eventually aggregated into my final works. 1 16

Once I had gathered together an array of new materiaJ to use, I again turned
my attentio n to the problem of structure. How might these clips be seen? I
had established that 1 wanted the work off the screen and projected into a
space (via a data projector connected to the computer). I visualized a waJI
or a corner. I was still very concerned with the idea of a collection of
fragments of childhood memories that, if put together, might constitute a
sense of place and I was still working from the premise of the viewer
somehow triggering these fragments. Once more I experimented with
Director (8). This time instead of using a sensor that was wired into a mouse
I tried using a keyboard (Apple Extended 11). 217 The reasoning behind this
approach was that it enabled greater flexibility. By using the KeyDown
command in the Lingo programming, I could extend the potential for
interactivity, wiring different sensors into the various keys. When the
sensors were triggered it would effectively mean that keys on the keyboard
had been pressed and I could tell Director to act accordingly, using Lingo.
Initially I did not wire the sensors in but programmed for them. Pressing
different keys on the keyboard meant it was possible to jump forward to the
next movie, back to the previous one, go to a separate ' memory-flash' ,
section or pause the playback. (Jumps 50% testl is a n early example of
this. Jumps 50% random and Jumps random 2 have more choice of
memory-flashes using random programming to access them ; they also allow
a return to the previous movie.) 218 With these early tests, I established that
some form of interactive triggering was possible using the separate movie
cl ips I had made.

r was still plagued by flashes that happened between the clips and a pause as
the movie was loaded into memory. To faci litate a smoother transition
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I should emphasize that the process of filming, making and further refining lhe clips
continued throughout the project
I had also investigated the possibility of using an ADB 110 unit Designed especially
for the Macintosh it plugged into an ADB port allowing for sensors to be connected and
working with Director. An l-Cube with a MIDI interface was another possibility but 1
decided I did not want to tackle a new programming language at that point.
These arc in the folder, Director tests, in the CD-ROM, The Second Phase, that
accompanies lhis exegesis.
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between them, I cut and pasted the individual clips together (in QuickTime).
The result was one longer movie that consisted of the smaller fragments. I
then imported this movie into the program SoundEdit 16 and added a Cue
Poi nt to the start of each of these smaller elements before bringing it back
into Director. Usi ng Li ngo and the Cue Points I was able to send the
playback head to the various parts of my longer movie thereby solving both
problems (Cue points is an early example, while Adding more 2 attempts a
more di verse approach).m This became the strategy J employed in my later
work although I further refi ned m y use of the Cue Points by also adding
them to the end of each small section and putting more black space between
the segments.

At this point, I also started working more seriously with sound. From the
start of the project [ had been sampling miscellaneous recordings, collating
the sound elements from my video shoots, and assembling material from
earlier fami ly gatherings. These were all managed in SoundEdit 16
resulti ng in an extensive library from which to draw. Here too I kept
manipulation to a minimum, relying more on volume, editing and , later,
more directional microphones for effect, although I did experiment with
pitch, (i.e. slowing or speeding) and obtained good resu lts. l di scovered J
could layer sound in Director by using an initial play-list then programming
other sound files to play in one of six channels when a memory clip was
tri ggered (Adding more 2). This, too, became a device put to good effect in
later work.

T hese initial experiments laid the foundation for three of my fi nal pieces.
T he investigation into Cue Points and layered sound culminated in Hail

Walk. My original idea, of a collection of frag ments enabling a sense of
place, fo und fruition in Anna's House; and Room evolved from early
footage shot and rendered at this time. Although I had established the
significance of the memory image (and found the means to generate this) J
faced two further challenges. Firstly, I had not resolved just how I was
going to bring the work off the screen and install it in a given space. And
secondly, what was the interactivity doing beyond proving that it was
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These are in the folder, Director tests, in the CD-ROM, The Second Phase, that
accompanies lhis exegesis.
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conceivable? Could it play a role as a trigger as J had thought at first? Did

it add anything to the experience of the work?

The Third Phase

Although the process of filming and producing the memory clips
continued, I needed to concentrate also on how they might be orchestrated
within a gaUery situation. This was an issue that I had given thought to, but
not physically attempted, beyond some casual wall projections. I had
imagined a number of scenarios. The simplest was a single projection point
(perhaps with different fi lm cJips following one after another) animated by
the movement of a spectator entering a room (as in th e manner of Motion
Interactive). Another variation contained a darkened space with a large

projection on one wall (e.g. my Light Swing Movie) with figures appearing
and disappearing in response to the viewer. A further probabi lity was the
use of multiple projections set in different areas and designed to be
triggered as a person approached or passed; effectively animating the room.
Additionally I had considered the possibility of positioning objects, either
on a wall or within a space that if approached would instigate a video clip.
But I abandoned this line of thought because of the extremely subjective
nature of memory cues. Tying a memory to one particular thing seemed
too restrictive. But did the onlooker need to trigger the movies? Why
should there be any interaction?
I began to question my presupposition that a wall (or corner) was the
required setting for the work. Why? I had assumed this because I had been
thinking in terms of actual spaces being inhabited by memory fragments
and possibly because of my own exhibition history. A memory might
indeed activate a space in this manner but it might equaUy animate other
surfaces or exist in a void. I tried projecting onto dar k cloth but the intense
blackness appeared to smother the imagery, it lost its quality of light.
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Fig.60. Projected image on interfacing.

After fashioning a small frame that could be hung in space, I investigated
further materials such as Interfacing, Glassine, Japanese paper, Tracing
paper, Drafling film and Detail paper, with no outstanding results. Sailcloth
was also suggested as a viable option, especially for back projections. I
tested three different types, a cotton canvas, polyfabric and a waterproof
nylon. 120 Although all diffused the glare well enough, the canvas screen
relegated the image to second place. I was too aware of the material and its
imperfections. The plastic-looking polyfabric yielded a si mil ar effect with
its glossy surface. I needed a covering that would allow the image to exist
without distraction and the nylon sailcloth proved a suitable medium. In
addition to this I discovered a possible solution to a problem that had been
eludi ng me.

110

Some of these experimentS have been recorded on Mini DV tape (Installations One) and
arc available for viewing.
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If I used two layers of sailcloth, the projected image was only sharp where
the surfaces touched, otherwise it dissolved in a blur. This was something I
had been trying to achieve with little success by hand-manipulating
individual frames.

Fig.61. Projected image on waterproof nylon sailclolh.

Fig.62. Projected image on two layers ofsailcloth.

These experiments were largely inconsequential beyond alerting me to the
potential of nylon sailcloth as a medium for projecting on or through.
Their importance came from the method of working in a given space. A
number of issues emerged. Firstly, the light from the data projector lens
could be an aggravating factor not just associated with back projections.
Secondly, r would need to position the projectors to avoid shadows unless I
specifically wanted them in the work. Because of this I reached the decision

page 10 1

that the projectors, if a t all possible, needed to be cemng mounted to
eliminate shadows and reduce the glare from the data projecto r. I also
experimented with maski ng the actual lens itself; as a potential method for
further reducing glare but, primarily, as a way or elimi nating everything
around the image. 211 Even working at full screen, I was left with an
annoying area of grey light surro unding the projectio n. It was an enigma
not encounte red o n the computer screen but rather seemed to be associated

with the projectors themselves.
The prospect of suspending an image was tantalizing. 1 started to see this as
a discreet obj ect in a space, opening a potential to work with other mate rials.
Transmitting the work through a small two-inch LCD colo r television was
o ne optio n investigated. Additionally, I looked into LCD screens but found
the cost prohibitive and conducted further experiments projecting onto
glass. My interest in using water as a vehicle reemerged. What would this
do to the image? I was discoveri n g the means but now needed to separate
and shape these elements into distinct environments.

Hall Walk

Ftg 63. Rwlt Frost, view of interactive wstaJiatiOII Jlall Walk, 2002. Digital video, projector,

sound mot1on sensor, computer and modified keyboard.

lla/1 Walk is a composite piece consisting of a video loop of a walk down a
hallway and thirty-seven short video clips/fragments, as well as thirty-three
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1have also used black Co11tact on the mirror I usc to reflect the image.
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sound fi les. The hall loop plays continuously. Its timing is slow, to
exaggerate its dream-li ke quality and to suggest the impossibility of ever
reaching the other end. The smaller, individual video clips have varying
speeds and effects. They represent memories, fragments of thoughts and
feelings, that break through and rupture the hall walk. I was much
influenced by Proust's descriptions of invol untary memory- the
superimposing of one scene on another.121 The size of the piece needed to

be large enough to invite the viewer into the space - down the hallway.m A
motion sensor positioned at optimum viewing distance triggers the sound
and smaller clips. 224 Only subtle movements, reminiscent perhaps of the
body preparing to walk down the hallway, are needed. 225 The viewer
controls the extent of the flashbacks. Ideally, the piece is designed for a
single person who can engage/orchestrate the fragments at will. T hese are
randomly programmed to enhance the elusive and somewhat arbitrary
nature of suc h encounters with the past. The feel of the work can alter
dependi ng on which memories are accessed more frequently.

The sound and imagery used in the piece can be read on a number of levels.
On the one hand, there is the association with memories of a much used and
worn space, and the echoes of past activities and occupants that hang in the
air, or settle in corners like a fine dust. It is this quality that I have tried to
enhance with my use of muted sound recordings from the rough and
tumble of family life and by using a low camera angle for filming. I
imagined the number of times that trip down the hall might have been taken,

the expectations, the games, the door flung open . On the other hand the
door in my hallway remains closed, and any sense of an outside is banished
in the wash of light through the glass. Moth-like, one is drawn towards its
radiance only to encounter its solid, impenetrability, condemning the
wanderer of this corridor to remain forever trapped. The footage of the
hallway also contains residues, for me, of a faint impression from my
childhood not fully visualized or understood, of a fugitive mixture of high

U2
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Proust, Remembrance of Things Past. Vol. 2, trans. Moncrieff and Mayor, p. 1003.
I have toed smaller projections but the spatial illusion remains important
The sensor I have used is a Pa.ramount sensor, usua!ly positioned above doorways. I
chose this because of its narrow beam of influence and because it seems to prefer a
'back and forth' movement to trigger it (as opposed to a sensor that dei.CCts any type of
movement in a wide space).
Proust talked of the body's ability to store memories. Pro ust, Remembrance of Things

Past, Vol. 1, trans. C.K. Scott Moncrieff, p. 5.
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walls, light and entrapment. I have further tried to enhance this quality of
the work in the small fragments of video footage. The memory remnants
themselves have undergone many changes. I found that short, almost
incomplete clips worked best, precisely because of their fragmentary nature.
They suggest rather than describe. Seen in combination, they almost tell a
story but it remains elusive- felt rather than actual.

Fig.64. Rwh Frost, still from the installation Hall Walk, 2002.

H all Walk evolved from my experiments with Cue Points and layered sound.

At this stage, I was sti ll working f rom the premise of evoking a perception of
a specific place using a series of f ragments (Adding more 2). However my
concern s hifted after re-evaluating footage f ilmed in the hallway of my
c hosen site. B uoyed by my o rigi na l ideas of coexisting e lements within a
particula r space, I imagined dissolving the gallery wall into the hallway
itself: animating the space with t11e imagery and thereby creating a means
for the viewer to enter, literally catapulting them into it. The memory
flashes or fragments would eman ate from the hall. (Hall Loop 2 is an early
version with three 'flashes' and similar to my primitjve Cue points.) By this
stage most of my original planning for interactivity seemed irrelevant. I
kept the programming for two sensors; one would initiate the memory
flashes and the other would pause the imagery. ln Hall Loop 4 I started
slowing the hall loop to differentiate between it and the memo ry flashes.
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Subsequent versions (Hall Loop 6 and Hall Loop 7) all experimented with
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Some of these early versions can be found in the CD-ROM, 711e Third Phase CDJ, that
accompanies this exegesis as well as the individual movies that make up the final piece.
Additionally, early experiments with installation can be found on the Mini DV tape

(Installations One).
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different variations. I added more a nd more memory clips and sound
layers, experimenting with the feelings they evoked. Hal/loop 8 saw me
discard the sensor that initiated the pause command. I had been
increasingly questioning my use of interactivity and concluded that this
sensor merely satisfied my desire for a sti ll image. My reasoning had
moved from seeing the process almost as an end in itself to one possible
strategy among many others. I needed to return to my original aim, which
was to evoke the experience of remembering. Interaction could only play a
part as far as it might serve this process, as a tool - a way of making the
work dynamic. After working with the piece in the gallery, I confirmed the
idea of the fragments being associated in some way with the hallway rather
than flitting about the entire house and in Hall Loop 9 and Hall Loop 10 I
initiated masking for all the flash·e s.

The video clips are crafted in After Effects and pasted together in
QuickTime. I used SoundEdit 16 for the audio, and the individual elements
were brought together in the program Macromedia Director 8 to a.llow for
interactive scripting and random programming.

Room

Fi g.65. Rlllh Frost, view of installation Room, 2002. Digilal video, portable television, video

player and black acrylic frame, 27x 27cm.

Room consists of a single, looped movie played thro ugh a small, framed,
portable television. This is a mo.re subtle, lyrical piece. The main concern
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was to elici t an impression of how our memories may shift and vacillate; of
layers of time; of fragments becoming confused, muddled. It was motivated
by my discovery of a n overgrown secluded chamber, once used as a child's
bedroom or playroom, now largely abandoned. Prompted initially by a
single clip, I returned many times to film , captivated by the changing
conditions a nd light. I imagined the countless recollections possible in such
a place. Hidden, almost forgotten now, what would happen to the tangle of
impressions that were once a lived-in space? Was there one scene that would
dominate? How would these remnants play themselves out?

Fig.66. Ruth Frost, still from the Installation Room, 2002.

In a manner similar to the hall walk clip, I used a radiating light source to
lead the viewer forward into the room. One is drawn towards it, perhaps
desiri ng to see beyond, but, as with many memories, there is a threshold
beyond which we cannot pass. B rightness can obscure detail as effectively
as darkness and we a re turned away, towards a more interior reminiscence.
The quality of light is an important aspect in all my work. Not only does it
have strong emotive power but often it is that very c haracteristic that is
preserved (in my memories at least).
I origi nally conceived the work as a simple collation of QuickTime movies
designed to play continuously, one after another. Inspired by a line from
Bachelard 1 conjured an apparition that floated in an expanse of darkness.m
1 imagined an image suspended in space, and experimented accordingly.
My shift in scale to the miniature television screen signal led a
227

'Memories are motionless, and Lhe more securely they arc fixed in space, the sounder

they arc.' Bachelard, The Poetics of Space, p. 9.
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transformation from an awareness of recollection as an externaJ sensation
towards a more internal illusion.

Fig.67. Ruth Frost, view ofan early installation set-up ojRoom, 2002.

With the movies themselves I tried a number of approaches. At first I had

thought of qui te separate incidents and shaped the footage accordingly
(Bedroom piece). 228 However, as my ideas changed to include a sense of
time, I again turned to layering as a technique. Initially I applied old
snapshots (i.e. draft long snapshot flash movie, draft snake movie) to the
footage but was faced once more with the di lemma of accomplishing the
production of somethi ng that looked like photographs of memories, rather
than an evocation of actual memories of place and people. T he layering
worked best when I succeeded in superimposing a sense of another space or
era into the fragments (Bedroom piece version 2).

I continued with Director to allow for a random, rather than sequential

presentation of the individual clips but I also assumed the use of an
interactive component. I was experimenting with quiet, with cultivating a
sense of tranquility; allowing time and distance for the memories to play
themselves out. After working wjth Hall Walk, which had a more dynamic
feel, I wanted a sense of passive acceptance rather than an active seeking;
anticipating the act of rememberi.ng as a state of almost hypnotic

concentrated stillness, with movement inhibiting an ability to encounter
memory images. I again used a motion sensor wired to a mouse but this
time programmed the piece to return to the start of a movie if action was
228

All material mentioned here can be fo·und on the CD-ROM The Third Phase CD2, that
accompanies this exegesis.
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detected.219 The only way of enabling a continual stream of images was to
remain absolutely inert. Any Joss of concentration or gesture would send
you ricocheting back to the beginning. This was unfortunately perfect in
theory but woeful in practice. Being continually returned to the beginning
of a clip did nothing to precipitate stillness as I had hoped. I found the
effect of the sensor irritating beyond belief , totally spoiling the ambience of
the piece, and I subseq uently removed it. The concentrated state of mind l
was attempting to invoke was a product of an engagement with the imagery,
rather than a forced awareness of every gesture.
Additionally, as I continued to wo rk with the piece, I questioned the
experience of a number of essentially similar video clips playing one after
the other. Although some of them were indeed layered and blended with
other imagery, the effect did not go far enough in evoking the sense of
confused impressions I desired. I decided to abandon this approach and
instead layered my footage together in the one clip.230 I have not included
sound with this piece. Silence can be as eloquent, indeed as loud as actual
noise. I was aware of the residual sound wash from other works in the
gallery and hoped to invoke the viewer's own auditory memories. The
work is produced in Mter Effects.

Anna's House
Anna's House evolved from my former ideas of fragments, evoking a sense
of place, and consists of forty-five small clips that are randomly accessed. I
imagined Bacbelard's oneiric house. Long forgotten in its entirety, the only
access available now is through a collection of intimate moments; buried
remnants from another era. What sort of imaginary dwelling would be
constructed f rom these? With its first modest beginnjng (Anna's Housel) I
simply gathered together a collec tion of previous material but by Anna's

House3, I had managed to create a distinct character, and separate it from
other pieces. In this version I simply allowed the movies to play, one after
the other, in a predetermined order. However, in Anna's flouse4 I again
added a random factor to intensify the capricious nature of these

229
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This time I used a standard motion detector. For a sense of what this was like try
clicking the mouse while viewing Bedroom piece version 2.
For some of the earlier versions of the final clip see the folder, Early Versions of
Room, in the CD-ROM, The T7Lird Phase CD2.
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encounters. With Anna's House5, I masked the imagery to fit into the bowl
and added further components. He re too, the imagery is quieter, more
introspec tive. I have endeavored to elicit an overall impression through
small glimpses.

Fig.68. Ruth Frost, vieiV ofinstallation Anna's House, 2002. Digital video, projector,
computer, concrete bowl and white colored water. Bowl dimens ions 60x60cm.

I had been excited by the possibility of wate r for some time, wondering how
an image might look projected onto it. 231 Would it c hange in any way? I
considered the effect of ripples. The recollection of memories is often
associated with depth, with rising images. T he notion of a liquid surface
intrigued me; I visualized an undulating, gliding succession of apparitions.
It also interested me as a vehicle for contemplation. One thinks of casual

daydreaming whilst sitting by wateri its calming powers stilling the mind and
allowing retrospection. Additionally it is often seen as a medium that
enables further insight or even pro_phecy.

I had originally wanted a much larger appliance to hold my liquid images
(even imagini ng building an actual pool). Eventually I chose something
simple and unassuming. Again it was the experience of the images that was
important, rather than the experi ence of a vessel in a space. I was surprised

231

Lynette Wallworth's Hold Vessel #2 is apparently proj ected onto water but I have not
seen thiS piece. Another work worth mentioning is Chris Rowland's Fishion (2000).
w hich features proj ected 1magery onto a shallow circular pool reminiscent o f a well.
T his is an interacti ve artwork with tlte imagery changing according to movement from
the spectators as well as changing light conditions. My only experience of the wo rk is
through >veb cam pic tures. See http://www.mcdiascot.org/artlifc/ (last referenced
26/03/02).
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with my first experiments. At first I kept the water clear. Because of the
light color of the bowl the pictures glowed, appearing to radiate light as they
flashed and changed. This was a powerful effect I had not anticipated. I

Fig.69. Ruth Frost, view ofinstallation Anna's House, 2002, with the interior of the bowl

darkened.

Fig.70. Ruth Frost, view of installation Anna's House, 2002, with oil Oil the water.

was equally surprised that the images did not sit o n the surface of the water
as I had thought they would, but seemed to sit on the bottom of the
container. 231 I tried blacking the interior. It gave a sense of infini te depth
but I lost the gentle radiance, which I now wanted to keep. As a further
experiment I tried oil on the water. T llis did create a surface for the image
to sit on but because of the separation it was too distracting. Finally. I tried
231

Some of these early experiments can be found on the Mini DV tape (Installations One).
T he various versions of Anna's House can be found on the CD-ROM, The Third Phase

CD2.
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whitening the water and obtained the results I wanted. It gave the image a
more faded appearance, enabled it to sit on the surface and still retain the
luminescence.

Anna's House was originally conceived with the idea of the individual
movies looping, until the surface of the water was broken. T he effect of
someone putting his or her hand into the bowl would bring about the next
image. To this end I experimented with an ultrasonic proximity detector.
This sensor detected the nearness, for example, of a hand as it approached
and could be similarly wired into a keyboard. If placed correctly near the
water in the bowl, the effect was as if it had been triggered when the surface
was broken. 1 also experimented with small laser sensors. There were
problems with both types of sensors that I tried. The laser sensors were
noticeable and the proximity detectors, although fl at, small and unobtrusive,
did emi t a low noise. 233 T hese problems could have been overcome but,
once again, as I worked with the piece in a gallery context, observing and
talking to people about their experience, 1 realized that the interactivity
would not work. Although some people actively desired to touch the water,
most wanted only to look. 1 decided that having to initiate an action each
time you wanted to change the imagery seemed to highlight that action as

more important than the imagery. Again it was not the experience of
remembering as I had come to understand it. Nor was it conducive to the
sense of reverie I was attempting to induce - one that allowed the shift and
play of imagery across the surface of the mind. I turned instead to a more
intuitive programming that would randomly alter the f lux of the imagery,
keeping it fluid rather than fixed..

I have used sound in this piece to enhance the same sense of hypnotic
contemplation. It is a single loop of cicadas and birdcalls that plays
consistently in the background; reminiscent of lost summers and time for
daydreaming. Again the movies were created in After Effects and brought
together in Director to allow for random programming.

133

In February 2002 I also attended a sernsor workshop with Ken Gregory as part of Solar

Circuit 2002 but it did not change my ideas concerning this piece.
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Bell Jar

Fig.71. Rwh Frost, view ofinstallation Bell Jar, 2002. Digital video, projector, computer, bell
jar, oval glass screen and Perspex stand.

The young girl dancing behind wallpaper is one of the few components of
my early experiments at Narryna that I have retained, although the footage
has since been re-filmed and re-worked. After showing the original piece at
one of my fi rst critiques, the simi larities between this and the imagery
evoked in a story, The Yellow Wallpaper, by Charlotte Gilman was pointed
out. 234 I have since read this and do acknowledge the references however

the horror suggested in Gilman's work is not present here. Instead,
suggestive of a cherished instant in time, the child twirls endlessly, the
moment intimately and forever connected to the faded flowers of another
era.

This piece too bas changed. I bad originally contrived the blended effect
using Director, combining layers of video footage and a photograph.135 I
was able to recreate this in After Effects and it now exists as a single looped
QuickTime movie. I had also thought to project the piece onto glass and
experimented accordingly.136
134

235

236

Charlotte Perkins Gilman, The Yellow Wallpaper and Other Stories, edited with an
introduction by Robert Shulman, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998, c.l995.
See Pressure Experiment in the CD-ROM, The First Phase CDJ.

Some of these eady expet'iments can be found on the Mini DV tape (Installations One).
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Fig.72. Early experimelll projecting olllo glass.

However the intimacy of the moment seemed to call for something
different. This was a small treasured remnant, sealed, existing in a vacuum.
The bell jar seemed an appropriate solution and I shaped the movie to fit
inside it.13' I could also see no reason to add interactivity to the work
although this again had been an early intention. Instead the notion of the
figure replaying her shining moment again and again in splendid isolation
was a far more poignant suggestion. Sound too, although considered and

tried seemed to overstate the piece, with the si lence seeming a far more
provocative evocation.

The imagery used does not come f rom any specific memory of mine,
although it is one of the few instances where I have referenced the observer
perspective. Rather it stands in for the notio n of a

gen~ric

childhood - the

child I once was.

137

Sec the folder IJelllar, in the CD-ROM, The 11tird Phase CD2, for versions of the

movie.
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PART SIX

CONCLUSION
In this proj ect I have explored ways of visuall y evoking the experience of
remembering, concerni ng myself with autobiographical, or to use Brewer's
term, recollective memory rather than the broad generality of memory per
se. The memories of childhood have primarily in terested me over those of
more recent events.
As I researched the experience of remembering, what became apparent was

the primacy of the mental picture or memory image. Impressions and
sensations such as thoughts, emoti ons, sounds, the touch or smell of
something, might also be present, but it is the image that is fundamental to
the personal or recollective memory. It is this that makes our recollections
believable, puts us firmly there. Without it we might have a sense of
knowing 'something'; perhaps we have a fact or someone else's story. It is
the memory image that makes the moment our own, and consequently, it
was the visual characteristics of this image that became the basis for my own
investigation .
I formed a no tion of remnants of experience through my inqui ry into the
process of remembering. Fragments of segmented events and impressions
stored in different ways and locations are forever mutating, shifting,
becoming lost and displaced , in an endl ess attempt to make sense.
Our recollection of these fragments, whether voluntary or involuntary, is
reactive - a cu e provokes and the mind reacts - although often with
in voluntary retrospection we are unaware or unable to determine the cau se.
I had originally assumed that the appearance of these images implied an
interaction and that this occurred at the level of triggering a memory image.
I had hoped to use this in evoking the experience of memory. What I
found, however, is that the essence of this experience is the memory image
and its power to absorb. Rather than a concentration on actions or objects,
the engagement with the memory occurs in the way we make associations
and attempt to interpret or place the memory in a con text. We weave our
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story. My choice of visual narrative fragments arose from an awareness that
we always tum to narrative, however fragmented, to convey memory
experiences.
Hall Walk was the first of the major works to be completed and is the only

one to retain my original notion of interactivity. It is probably the most
traditional in terms of size and its reactive fragments; I was influenced by a
more Proustian encounter with memory, a visible hallucination. I feel that
the strength of the work lies not only in this experiential nature but also in
the extent and possible permutations of the memory flashes. Anna's House
focused my increasing interest in recollection as a series of fragments
imaginatively pieced together. Instead of engaging the viewer through
external sensation, I attempted to evoke a more internal impression of
contemplation, reinforced by the gentle flow of residual experience and
repetitive sound. The direction of the work changed again with the
simplicity of Belt Jar and Room. In these works, rather than offer an
obvious array of segments to create from, I assumed the small remnant as
presented would be sufficiently provocative to elicit a similar response,
concentrating instead on objects that might intensify thi s encounter. The
shift in scale from Hall Walk to Room, which was the last piece to be

finalized (although I have discussed it before Anna's House and Bell Jar),
also signals a shift from an understanding of recollectjon as an external
sensation towards a more subjective, mutable and internalized vision.

My work hovers between photography, video installation and the extensive
domain of memory as subject. My use of the image as an active spatial
medium separates it from the sti ll photograph. 238 My emphasis on the visual
characteri stics of the memory image, and the evocation of the experience of
remembering, through fragmentation and random programming, separates
me from the broader field of video installation or the more general
representation of memory as such. Nevertheless it is here, in my
concentrated focus on the aesthetic and sensual properties of the memory
image, and in my desire to make work that directly evokes the experience of
memory, that I have made my particular contribution.

238

This is where I hope to concentrate my next body of work, which l envisage as a group
of animated photo-objects.
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List of Illustrations

Fig.l.

Ruth Frost, Untitled 198617, silver gelatin photograph, 183x305cm.

Fig.2.

Ruth Frost, Untitled 1988189, silver gelatin photograph, 213 x
91.5cm.

Fig.3.

Ruth Frost, Light and Lunatic Foliage, 199 1, hand-colored silver
gelatin photograph, 146 x 96cm.

Fig.4.

Ruth Frost, Syllables of Fear and Tenderness, 1993, hand-colored,
liquid-light photographs, 57 x 49cm.

Fig.5.

Ruth Frost, Untitled, from the series Childhood Memories- 95

Megabytes, 1994195, computer manipulated photographs on
polished nickel silver, 12.6xll.9cm.

Fig.6.

Ruth Frost, Untitled, from the series Safe House, 1995, computer
manipulated photographs on polished nickel si lver, 12.6xll.9cm.

Fig.7.

Installation view of images from Safe House.

Fig.8.

Jacky Redgate, Photographer Unknown #5, Chiswick 1953, from
the series Photographer Unknown, A Portrait Chronicle of

Photographs, England 1953-62 (1984), silver gelatin photograph,
76.2x50.8cm (framed).
Fig.9.

Jacky Redgate, #20, Adelaide c. 1972, from the series Untitled

Day, 2000, C-type photograph, mat, custom-made wooden frames,
61 Ox508x5cm (framed).
F ig.lO. Christian Boltanski, detail from Album de photos de lafamille D.,
1939-1964 (Photo album of the family D., 1939-1964), 1971.
One hundred and fifty black-and-white photographs in tin frames
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with glass. Photographs 20 x 30 em each. Collection of Michel
and Liliane Durand-Dessert, Paris.
Fig. II. Christian Boltanski, Les Habits de Franf(Ji.s C (The clothes of
Franyois C), 1972. Twenty-four black-and-white photographs in
tin frames with glass. Photographs 22.5 x 30.5 em each.
Collection of Darnel Besser and Michel Tournereau, Paris.
Fig. l2. Anne Ferran, Untitled (baby's dress), 1998, silver gelatin
photogram, 110 x 95cm.
Fig.13. Anne Turyn, Untitled, 1983. From the series Illustrated Memories,
chromogenic color print (ektacolor), 32.9 x 48.6cm. The
Museum of Modern Art, New York, The Family of Man Fund.
Fig.l4. Anne Turyn, 511011926 (Flashbulb Memories), 1986, Ektacolor
print, llx14inches.
Fig.l5. Ulrike Gabriel, installation view of Memory, 1999.
Fig.l6. Ulrike Gabriel, detail from Memory, 1999.
Fig.17. Toni Dove, detail from Artificial Changelings, 1998, interactive
laser disk and sound installation.
Fig. l8. Thecla Schiphorst, detail from Bodymaps: artifacts of touch, 1996,
computer interactive sound and video installation.
Fig.J9. Graham Harwood, detail from A Rehearsal of Memory ( 1995).
Fig.20. David Rokeby, in Very Nervous System, in the street in Potsdam.
Fig.21. Nigel Helyer, Ariel, from Caliban's Children. Interactive soundinstallation, laser cut acrylic and audio electronics.
Fig.22. Jeffrey Shaw, The Legible City, 1989/92, Sil icon Graphics
computer, modified bicycle, video, projector, projection screen.
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Dimensions variable. Collection of the Museum of Contemporary
Art, ZKM, Karlsruhe.

Fig.23. Tennessee Rice Dixon and Jim Gasperini, scene from ScruTiny in
the Great Round 1995, interactive CD-ROM.
Fig.24. Tennessee Rice Dixon and Jim Gasperini, scene from ScruTiny in

/he Great Round 1995, interactive CD-ROM.
Fig.25. Tennessee Rice Dixon and Jim Gasperini , scene from ScruTiny in

the Great Round 1995, interactive CD-ROM.
Fig.26. Gary Hill, installation view of Tall Ships, 1992, video installation
with modified monitors, projection lenses, computer-controlled
laserdisc players and sw itchi ng runner mats for interactive
tri ggering.
Fig.27. Gary Hill, detail from Tall Ships, 1992.
Fig.28. Gary Hill, detail from Tall Ships, 1992.
Fig.29. Bill Viola, scene from The Passing, 1991, videotape.
Fig.30. Bill Viola, scenes from The Passing, 199 1, videotape.
Fig.31. Gary Hill, I Believe It Is an Image in Light of the Orher, 1991-92.
Mixed media installation. Seven channel video, modified TV tubes
for projection, books and speaker.
Fig.32. Gary Hill , Inasmuch As It Is Always Already Taking Place, 1990.
Sixteen channel video/sound installation. Sixteen one-half inch to
21 inch B&W TV tubes positioned in horizontal inset in wall.
Fig.33. Bill Viola, detail from The Sleepers (1992), video installation.
Fig.34. Lynette Wall worth, detail from Hold Vessel #1, 2001, projections,
digital video, collection Australian Centre for the Moving Image.
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Fig.35. Ruth Frost, scene from Light Swing Movie. D igital animation
created in Adobe Premiere using still photographs.
Fig.36. Ruth Frost, scene from New Hall Movie. Digital animation created
in Adobe Premiere using still photographs.
Fig.37. Ruth Frost, scene f rom N ew 10 Movie. Digital animation created in
Adobe Premiere using still photographs.
Fig.38. Ruth Frost, scene from Hallrun Movie. Digital animatio n created
in Adobe Premiere using still photographs and video footage.
Fig.39. Ruth Frost, scene from Dancing Movie. Digital animation created
in Adobe Premiere using still photographs and video footage.
Fig.40. Ruth Frost, hall scene from Narryna Installation. Interactive
Director movie using video, animation and still photographs.
Fig.41. Ruth Frost, stairway from Narryna Installation. Interactive
Director movie using video, animation and stilt photographs.
Fi g.42. Ruth Frost, bedroom scene from Narryna Installation . Interactive
Director movie using video, animation and still photographs.
Fig.43. Ruth Frost, image f rom Random Garage. Interactive Director
movie using still photographs.
Fig.44. Ruth Frost, recreated scene from Pressure Experiment. Interactive
Director movie using video and still photographs.
Ftg.45. Ruth Frost, scene from Motion Interactive. I nteractive Director
movie using video, animation and still photographs.
Fig.46. Ruth Frost, scene from M otion Interactive. Interactive Director
movie using video, animation and still photographs.
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Fig.47. Ruth Frost, scene from Motion Interactive. Interactive Director
movie using video, animation and still photographs.
Fig.48. Ruth Frost, still from new curtain camp. Created in Adobe After
Effects.
Fig.49. Ruth Frost, still from early short walk mov. Digital video crafted in
Adobe After Effects.
Fig.50. Ruth Frost, still from early hall walk mov. Digital video crafted in
Adobe Mter Effects.
Fig.51. Ruth Frost, still from early slow no sign mov. Digital video crafted
in Adobe After Effects.
Fig.52. Ruth Frost, still from early red chair mov. Digital video crafted in
Adobe After Effects.
Fig.53. Ruth Frost, still from mem.flashl mov. Digital video crafted in
Adobe After Effects.
Fig.54. David and Ruth with cat. Silver gelatin photograph from the
collection of my early childhood photographs.
Fig.55. Ruth Frost, Short mantel without masking. Digital video crafted in
Adobe After Effects.
Fig.56. Ruth Frost, Short mantel with masking. Digital video crafted in
Adobe Mter Effects.
Fig.57. Ruth Frost, still from pink hat mov. Digital video crafted in Adobe
After Effects.
Fig.58. Ruth Frost, still from unsaturated blue wall mov. Digital video
crafted in Adobe After Effects.
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Fig.59. Ruth Frost, sti ll from saturated blue wall mov. Digital video
crafted in Adobe After Effects.

Hg.60. Projected image on Interfacing.
Fig.6 l . Projected image on waterproof nylon sailcloth.
Fig.62. Projected image on two Jayers of sailcloth.
Fig.63. Ruth Frost, view of interactive installation, Hall Walk (2002).
Digital video, projector, sound, motion sensor, computer and
modified keyboard, dimensions variable.

Fig.64. Ruth Frost, still f rom the installation Hall Walk (2002).
Fig.65. Ruth

Frost~

view of installation, Room (2002). Digital video,

portable television, video player and black acrylic frame,
27x27cm.
Fig.66. Ruth Fros4 still from the installation Room (2002).
Fig.67. Ruth Frost, view of an early installation set-up of Room (2002).
Fig.68. Ruth Frost, view of installation, Anna's House (2002). Digital
video, projector, computer, concrete bowl and white colored water.
Bowl dimensions 60x60cm.
Fig.69. Ruth Frost, view of installation Anna's House (2002) with the
interior of the bowl darkened.
Fig.70. Ruth Frost, view of installation Anna's House (2002) with oil on
the water.
Fig.71. Ruth Frost, view of installation Bell Jar (2002). Digital video,
projector, computer, bel I jar, oval glass screen and Perspex stand.
Fig.72. Early experiment projecting onto glass.
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Appendix 4

Extract from Journal. Results of Compression Tests
(July).239
Experimenting with media Cleaner Pro for best compression results- I
don't want to lose too much quality after seeing the uncompressed digital

video footage.

QT CD-ROM Sorenson Hi-end
Settings
Output- QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image - Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 50% resolution, noise
reduction.
Compress - Sorenson, mi llions of colors, 30 fps, keyframe every 150, 120
Kbytesls, VBR, keyframes are natural 50, size 100.
Sorenson- High quality, normal speed.
Audio - IMA 4: 1, 22 Kbytes/s, 16 bit mono at 44 kHz.
Alternate - Quality, 7.
This is OK but quite pixelated.

Ruth Sorenson hi-end
I tried a variation of this.

Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platformlfast start. (Didn't compress
header.)
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image- Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resolution,
dei nterlace(blend), noise reduction. (Cha nged resolution to 100%.)
Compress- Sorenson, millions of colors, 25 fps, keyframe every 150, 120
Kbytes/s, keyframes are natural 50, size 100. (Cha nged fps, no VBR.)
~9

These arc notes I made for my own use.
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Sorenson - High quality, normal speed.
Audio- IMA 4:1, 44 Kbytes/s, 16 bit stereo at 44kHz. (Changed to stereo
at 44 Kbytes/s.)
This produced very blocky, patchy results.

Bill Sorenson
Tried usi ng Bill's compression sellings.
Settings
Output - QT movi e, fl atten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Compress - Sorenson, millions of colors, 25 fps, all keyframes, 360
Kbytes/s. (Much higher data rate and keyframes ar·e different.)
Audio - Qdesign music 2, 6.0 Kbytes/s, 16 bit stereo at 44.1 kHz, noise
removal, noise gate, reverb. (Different audio codec.)
Begin/End - High quality first and last.
This also produced extremely blocky results - the footage was quite
distorted.

Suggested Wizard
Tried using the Cleaner Wizard suggestions but this also produced blocky
results.

New Ruth
Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image - Deinterlace(blend), noise reduction. (Image size uns pecified.)
Compress - Sorenson, millions of colors, 25 fps, keyframe every 75, 120
Kbytes/s, VBR. (Halved the keyframe setting used in Sorrenson Hi end.
Using Variable Bitrate to assess the footage before compt·essing and
lowered the data rate back to the a·ecommended Sorenson Hi-end CDpage 13 1

ROM setting.)
Audio - Qdesign music 2 , 6.0 Kbytes/s, 16-bit stereo at 44.1 kHz, noise
removal, noise gate. (Kept this simila r to Bill's setting.)
Begin/End - High quality first and last.
Alternate- Quality 7.
At this setting with the image size unspecified, the movie (Kitchen Pan) size
appears to be 360 x 288 pixel s. (Double this and you get 720 x 576.)
The file size is 1.1 Mbytes and the average data rate is 96.8 Kbytes/s.

New Ruth 2
Settings
Output - QT movie, fl atten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image - Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resolution,
deinterlace(blend), noise reduction. (Changed r esolution back to 100%.)
Compress - Sorenson, millions of colors, 25 fps, keyframe every 75, 120
Kbytes/s, VBR. (Th e data rate is s till on the recommended Sorenson Hi-

end C D-ROM setting.)
Sorenson - Highest Quality.
Audio - Qdesign music 2, 6.0 Kbytes/s, 16 bit stereo at 44.1 kHz, noise
removal, noise gate. (Same as New Ruth.)
Begin/End - High quality first and last. (Same as New Ruth.)
Alternate - Quality 7. (Same as New Ruth.)
The only difference between the settings is that I changed the resolution
back to 100% and made sure tha t Sorenson quality was set at highest

At

this setti ng, New Ruth 2, the movie (Kitchen Pan) size is 640 x 480 pixels,
the data size is 1. 1 Mbytes and the data rate is 98.5 Kbytes/s. The quality in
both movies is OK, aJthough darker and more contrasty.

•NOTE Sorenson will make things more contrasty a nd a lot darkerperhaps I can compensate in After Effects.
Will now try a short version of Dream mov on New Ruth 2 settings- the
Short Dream movie is 15 seconds long. All subsequent tests use this same
short segment
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At this setting, New Ruth 2, the data size is 1.8 Mbytes, the data rate is 124.2
Kbytes/s and the size is 640 x 480 pixels. The quality is quite good, there is
less ' pixel dancing' than with the original compressed Dream mov (however
the original was compressed using the Sorenson CD-ROM setting). The
problem is that the footage stutters- it gets lines through it. I' ll try without
the deinterlace option checked and will call this New Ruth 3.

New Ruth 3
Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image - Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resol ution, noise
reduction. ( Deinterlace option not checked.)
Compress - Sorenson, millions of colors, 25 fps, keyframe every 75, 120
Kbytes/s video, VBR
Sorenson - Highest Quality.
Audio - Qdesign music 2, 6.0 Kbytes/s, 16 bit stereo at 44.1 kHz, noise
removal, noise gate.
Begin/End - High quality first and last.
Alternate - Quality 7.
I can' t see that thi s made much difference. The footage still stutters and has
areas of blocky pixelation. I will try without the compress movie header
option checked and call this New Ruth 4.

New Ruth 4
Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. (Compress movie

header o ption not checked.)
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image- Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resolution, noise
reduction. ( Deinterlace option still not checked.)
Compress - Sorenson, millions of colors, 25 fps, keyframe every 75, 120
Kbytes/s video, VBR.
Sorenson - Highest Qual ity .
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Audio - Qdesign music 2, 6.0 Kbytes/s, 16 bit stereo at 44. J kHz, noise
removal, noise gate.
Begin/End - ffi gh quality first and last.
Alternate - Quality 7.
The only difference is that the compress movie header option was not
checked. The data size is still 1.8 Mbytes and the data rate is 123.8
Kbytes/s. The footage is still pixe lated and still stutters. I will try a new data
rate worked out using the formul a suggested by Soren son and will call this

New Ruth 5.

New Ruth 5
SeUings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image- Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resolution, noise
reduction. ( Deinterlace option still not checked.)
Compress- Sorenson, millions of colors, 25 fps, keyframe every 75, 220
Kbytes/s video, VBR. (Changed the data rate to 200 Kbytes/s.)
Sorenson - Highest Quality.
Audio - Q design music 2, 6.0 Kbytes/s, 16-bit stereo at 44.1 kHz, noise
removal, noise gate.
Begin/End - High quality first and last.
Alternate - Quality 7.
The footage still stutters but is less pixelated and the quality does look
better. The movie size is 640 x 480 pixels, the file size is 3.3 Mbytes and
the data rate is 226.3 Kbytes/s.

New Ruth 6
1 want to try and reduce the contrast and will try adjusting this to minus 10.
I will change the Sorenson settings too. The automatic keyframes will be set
at 100 (the highest setting) and the data rate tracking at 40. All other
settings will remain the same as New Ruth 5.
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Settings

Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image- Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resolution, noise
reduction. ( Deinterlace option still not checked.)
Adjust - Contrast - 10.
Compress - Sorenson, millions of colors, 25 fps, keyframe every 75, 220
Kbytes/s video, VBR.
Sorenson - Highest Quality (normal speed), a lso automatic keyframes at
100 and data rate tracking at 40.
Audio - Q design music 2, 6.0 Kbytes/s, 16-bit stereo at 44.1 kHz, noise
removal, noise gate.
Begin/End - High quality first and last.
Alternate - Quality 7.
This has given the best results so far. I still get the ' stutters' but the
pixelated effect is far less. The file size is 3.3 Mbytes and the data rate is
226.1 Kbytes/s
Talked with Bill about compression and he suggested that since I'm not
compressi ng for CD-ROM that I try not limiting the data rate and not setting
keyframes. He also suggested to keep the image size at 640 x 480 but with
50% resolution as it could sometimes yield better results. He also suggested
I try Jpeg and motion Jpeg as options.

New Ruth 7
Settings

Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image - Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 50% resolution, noise
reduction. (Changed to 50% resolution.)
Adjust - Contrast - 10.
Compress - Sorenson, millions of colors, spatial quality 100, 25 fps,
keyframes none (natural), no limit of video data rate. (No keyframes and
no limit to video data rate.)
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Sorenson- Highest Quality, (normal speed) and a ll other options off.
Audio - Q design music 2, 6.0 Kbytes/s, 16-bit stereo at 44.1 kHz, noise
removal, noise gate.
Begin/End - High quality first and last.
Alternate- Quality 10. (Changed from 7 .)
T he fi le size is 4. 1 Mbytes, the data rate is 278.6 Kbytes/s and the movie size
is 320 x 240 pixels. I quite liked the result (no stutter) it is pro bably the
best so far but given that I want my Director pieces to be full screen - that is
640 x 480 pixels- can I use this in Director?

New Ruth 8
I wi ll try the same settings but storing them at 100% resolution.
Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
T racks - Process video and audio.
Image - Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resolution, noise
reduction. (Cha nged to 100% resolution.)
Adjust - Contrast - 10.
Compress - Sorenson, millions of colors, spatial quality 100, 25 fps,
keyframes none (natural), no limit of video data rate.
Sorenson - Hlighest Quality (normal speed), and all other opti ons off.
Audio - Q design music 2, 6.0 Kbytes/s, 16-bit stereo at 44.1 kHz, noise
removal, noise gate.
Begin/End - High qual ity fi rst and last.
Alternate - Qual ity 10.

I don' t thi nk this one is an option. The footage appears to stutter quite
badly although the pixelation is good. However my s hort segment is 17
Mbytes - given that I'm still getting the stuttering as well as jerky playback
I'm not impressed. File size is 17.1 Mbytes, data rate l.J Mbytes/s.

New Ruth 9
This time I will try no keyframes a nd 100% spatial quality but I'll limit the
data rate to 380 Kbytes/s.
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Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image- Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resolution, noise
reduction .
Adjust - Contrast -10.
Compress - Sorenson, millions of colors, spatial quality 100, 25 fps,
keyframes none (natural), 380 Kbytes/s video, data rate tracking 100
(highest quality). (Limited the data rate again.)
Sorenson - Highest Quality (normal speed), automatic keyframes at 100
and data rate tracking at 100.
Audio - Q design music 2, 6.0 Kbytes/s, 16-bit stereo at44. l kHz, noise
removal, noise gate.
Begin/End - High quality first and last.
Alternate - Quality LO.
This looks good. The file size is 5.6 Mbytes and the data rate is 384
Kbytes/s. The footage still stutters but the file size is manageable and the

pixelation is minimal.

Compressing in Adobe After Effects
Jpeg motion A and B
Now trying rendering the same sho rt movie in Adobe After Effects using
jpeg motion A and B. This is definitely not an option. The file size is 108
Mbytes (for 15 sec!), therefore extremely jerky playback and the footage is
interlaced with black lines. The data rate is 7.1 Mbytes/s.

Animation at Best Quality
I also tried the After Effects default which is Animation at Best Quality.
This yields beautiful results but the file size is 424 Mbytes and the data rate
is 28 Mbytes/s giving extremely jerky playback.
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Animation at Least Quality
This setting is not an option. I still have a large file size, 84 Mbytes, and the
data rate is 5 Mbytes/s. Worse, the image is covered with lines and the
playback is jerky.

Photo Jpeg
This is not an option either. The fi le size is too large - 109.7 Mbytes and
the data rate is 7.2 Mbytes/s. It does have a nice visual quality but the
playback is jerky.

Conclusions so far
• T he motion Jpeg's are not an option.
• It appears that if the whole movie is over 17 Mbytes in size it plays with a
jerky motion. I also think this has something to do with the data rate anything over 1 Mbytes/s is too high I think.
• So far New Ruth 9 - limiting the data rate to 380 Kbytes/s with no
keyframes and data rate tracking set to highest quality - yields best results.
• I'm still quite pleased with New Ruth 6 settings (220 Kbytes/s and using
VBR) if I need to reduce the size of the movies.
• New Ruth 7 - at half size(50% resol ution) also works well if I can manage
to get this to work in Director.
• For compression it appears that the settings in After Effects are not
adequate. Tdo have Sorenson and Cinepac as options here but it appears
to be better to output movies from After Effects as fu ll DV movies then
import them into Media Cleaner Pro for more advanced controls. I have
reached my conclusions with Sorenson but I need to try Cinepac as well .

Back to Media Cleaner Pro
When I went through the Wizard settings in Media Cleaner it used Sorenson
Compression but 1 should try compressing wi th Ci nepac as well. Will try a
high quality Cinepac setting.
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Ruth Cinepac
Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image - Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resolution, noise
reduction.
Compress - Ci nepac, millions of colors, spatial quality 100, temporal quality
100, 25 fps , keyframes none (natural), video data rate 380 Kbytes/s.
Audio - Not an issue.
Begin/End - High quality first and last.
Alternate - Quality 10.

This quality is terrible - even more pixelated than with Sorenson, and that
was at high quality settings. The file size is 5 Mbytes and the data rate is
344 Kbytesls

I will try not limiting the data rate. but otherwise will keep the settings the
same.

Ruth Cinepac 2
Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie

header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image - Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resolution , noise
reduction.
Compress - Cinepac, millions of colors, spatial quality 100, temporal quality
100, 25 fps, keyframes none (natural), no limit on video data rate. (This is
the only change.)
Audio - Not an issue.
Begin/End - High quality first and last.
Alternate - Quality 10.
This quality is quite nice. The data rate is 1.1 Mbytes/s and the fi le size is

J6 Mbytes. The quality is about the same as new Ruth 6 or 7 with Sorenson
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video. I do get stray pixels fl ying about which I didn't get with Sorenson
BUT the stutter has gone. The large fi le size and data rate could be a
problem though. I'll also try Motion Jpeg in Media Cleaner Pro.

Apple Motion Jpeg A (MC Jpeg A mov)

Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image - Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resolution, deinterlace,
noise reduction.
Compress - Apple Motion Jpeg A, millions of colors, 25 fps, VBR, limi t data
rate to 360 Kbytes/s.
Audio - Not relevant.
Begin/End - High qual ity first and last.
Alternate - Quality 10.
The quality here is terrible - blocky and with black lines on sharp edges.
The fi le size is 5.7 Mbytes and the data rate is 388 Kbytes/s.
I'll try this again but not limit the data rate.

MC2 Jpeg A (MC2 Motion Jpeg A)

Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audjo.
Image - Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at lOO% resolution, deinterlace,
noise reduction.
Compress - Apple Motion Jpeg A, millions of colors, 25 fps , no video data
rate set.

Audio - not relevant.
Begin/End - High quality flTSt and last.
Alternate - Quality 10.
Thi s is still not an option. The fil e size is 69.8 Mbytes and the data rate is
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4.6 Mbytes. T he quality is still poor with black bands on the edge of things
and jerky playback.

MC (Apple) Animate
Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast statt. Compress movie
header.
Tracks - Process video and audio.
Image - Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resol ution, noise
reduction.
Compress - Apple animation, millions of colors, Quality balance - 0, 100,
25 fps, no keyframes, Video data rate VBR - 500 Kbytes/s.
Begin/End- High quality fi rst and last.
Alternate - Quality 10.
T his is not an option. The quality is poor with a scattered pixel effect. T he
file size is 35 Mbytes and the data rate is 2.3 Mbytes/s.
I've decided to go with Sorenson video compression - it does seem to give
the best results. I wi ll try one more attempt to mix the results.

New Ruth 10
Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross p latform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
T racks - Process video and audio.
Image - Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 100% resolution, noise
reduction.
Adjust - Contrast - 10.
Compress - Sorenson, millions of colors, 25 fps , keyframes none (natural),
Video Data Rate - VBR, limit to 220 Kbytes/s.
Sorenson - Highest Quality, normal speed, automatic keyframes at 100.
Audio - Ima - 4:1,44.100 kHz, 16 bit stereo.
Begin/End - High quality first and last.
Alternate - Quality 10.
I am trying this because all my reading suggests using VBR to combat
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blocky pixels- also by limiting the data rate and changi ng the audio
compression I'm attempting not to overstep the CPU capabilities of the
computer. There was some suggestion that the Q design compression
clashed with Sorenson compressio n. The actual suggestion is approx. 170
kBytes/s, however I've increased this to 220 which is approx. the formula
data rate. T he next step will be to see what works in Director 8. Can 50%
resolution movies be used in other than 'direct to stage' option?
Results
The quality is quite nice but I stiU get the stutter when J play back. The fi le
size is 3.3 Mbytes and the data rate is 225.9 Kbytes/s.

Note on the Stutter
Movies that stutter played at normal size 640 x 480 DO NOT do so when
played at half size.

Movies that are cleaned at SO% resolution do not have the stutter - on! y
those at JOO% resolution.

New Ruth 11
After discussion with Robin - dec ided to go back to basic Sorenson Hi end
CD-ROM settings with a few changes. I changed the frame rate to 12 fps,
put the data rate at 380, increased Sorenson's Data Tracking and Automatic
Keyframes and used VBR. Otherwise I kept everything the same. T he
results are good!! ! I need to deinterlace though.
Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
Tracks- Process video and audio.
Image - Manual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 50% reso lution, deinterlace
(blend), noise reduction (flat field).
Adjust - Contrast - 10.

Compress - Sorenson, millions of colors, 12 fps, keyframe every l50
(everything else at 100), Video Data Rate 380 Kbytes/s, VBR.
Sorenson - Automatic keyframes at 100.
Audio - Ima - 4: 1, 44.100 kHz, 16 bit stereo.
Begin/End - H igh quali ty fi rst and last.
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Alternate - Quality 7.
This really is the best so far- there is no apparent stutter and minimal

pixelation. The data rate is 451 Kbytes/s.

New Ruth 12
Settings
Output - QT movie, flatten/cross platform/fast start. Compress movie
header.
T racks - Process video and audio.
Image - M anual crop, display at 640 x 480 at 50% resoluti on, deinterlace
(blend), noise reduction (flat field).
Adjust - Contrast - 10.
Compress - Sorenson, millions of colors, 12 fps, keyframe every 150
(everything else at 100), Video Data Rate 120 Kbytes/s, VBR.
Sorenson - Automatic keyframes at 100.
Audio - Ima - 4:1,44.100 kHz, 16 bit stereo.
Begin/End - High quality first and last.
Alternate - Quality 7.

Tried this in order to reduce the file size and data rate so that I can play
movies in Director. This is what I'll been using.

Notes on Playing Movies in Director
I can get a movie to play through (without 'wait for c ue poi nt') with onJy

one frame selected by placing a 'go to the frame' script in the frame
channel. This will play whether the movie has Direct to Stage selected or

not.
Otherwise to play a movie without Direct to Stage selected I need to use the

exact no. of frames the movie takes up in the score channel - this is too
bulky.
A movie that has been 'cleaned' at 50% resolution in Media Cleaner Pro even if it displays OK at 640 x 480 in Quick Time, does not look good in
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Director unless Direct to Stage is selected. It is too pixelated.
Movies play more smoothly when Direct to Stage is selected. At 640 x 480
they are terribly jerky unless Direct to Stage is selected.
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Appendix 5

Directions for Director Movie Projectors In The First Phase
CD1

All Together
To start, double-dick the All Together Projector. Clicking on different parts
of the image will activate small clips. (For example, clicking on the light,
doorway's, the picture and corner of the room.) To get back to the original
scene click at the bottom of the image (sometimes you will have to wait until
the segment is fin ished before you are able to do this). To exit, press the
apple and full stop key on the keyboard.

Map Movie
To start, double-click the Map Projector, then click on one of the rooms
(only the lounge-room, hall way and bedroom can be activated). In the
bedroom the light can be activated. In the lounge-room the light, corner
and picture can be activated and in the hallway the door is active. Click on
Map to return to the original scene. To exit, press the apple and full stop

key on the keyboard.

Narryna Installation 320x240
To start, double-click the Naryna Jnst. Projector. T hi s piece requires you to
roll the cursor over various 'hot-spots' in the imagery. It starts with a scene
of a closed front door. Roll the c ursor over the doorway to enter and repeat
the process with the partially opened door. Once inside you are confronted
with the image described in the paper. Moving the cursor over different
parts of this will activate various segments. Try areas that interest you (for
example, the lighted window). The bottom left side of the image gets you
into one room (roll the cursor over different items in the room to move
around), the bottom right into another. Rolling the cursor over the stairway
will let you move upstairs into two further rooms. To exit, press the apple
and full stop key on the keyboard.
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Random Garage and Random Wedding
To start, double-click the Garage or Wedding Projector. To activate, click
once with the mouse. To stop, click once with the mouse. To exit, press the
apple and fu ll stop key on the keyboard.

Motion Experiment 3
To start, double-click the Motion 3 Projector. Click with the mouse to
activate the segments. To exit, press the apple and full stop key on the
keyboard.

Pressure Experiment
To start, double-click the Pressure exp. Projector. Click with the mouse to
make the fi gure appear and disappear. To exit, press the apple and full stop
key on the keyboard.

Hall Run
To start, double-click the Hall Run Projector. Click on the lighted window
to activate the segment. To exit, p ress the apple and f ull stop key on the
keyboard.

Directions for Director Movie Projectors In The First Phase

CD2

Motion Interactive
To start, double-click the Motion Projector. Clicking once with the mouse
activates the sequences. To exit, p ress the apple and full stop key on the
keyboard.

Directions for Director Movie Projectors In The Second
Phase

Jumps 50% test1
To start, double-click the jumps 50%test 1 Projector. The Return key takes
you to the next movie. Key number One takes you to a memory flash if
there is one, otherwise it also jumps to the next movie. Any other key
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pauses the movie, press the key again to continue. To exit, press the apple
and full stop key on the keyboard.

Old blends/blow
To start, doubJe-click the Blow Projector. Pressing any key causes the
movie to appear and disappear. To exit, press the apple and full stop key on
the keyboard.

Jumps 50% random
To start, double-click the jumps 50% random Projector. The Return key
will take you to the next movie. Key number One takes you to a memory
flash. Key number Two will return you to the previous movie. Pressing any
other key pauses the movie, press the key again to continue. To exit, press
the apple and full stop key on the keyboard .

Jumps random 2
To start, double-click the jumps random 2 Projector. The Return key will
take you to the next movie. Key number One takes you to a memory flash.
Key number Two will return you to the previous movie. Pressing any other
key pauses the movie, press the key again to continue. To exit, press the
apple and full stop key on the keyboard.

Adding more2
To start, double-click the adding more 2 Projector. T hi s time the Return
key will pause the movie (press it again to continue) while Key number One
will activate a memory flash. To exit, press the apple and full stop key on
the keyboard.

Cue points
To start, double-click the cue points Projector. The Return key will pause
the movie (press it again to continue) whi le Key number One will activate a
memory flash. To exit, press the apple and fu ll stop key on the keyboard.
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Directions for Director Movie Projectors In The Third Phase

CD1

Hall Loops 2, 4 and 7
To start, double-click the appropriate projector. Key number O ne will
activate a memory flash. The Return key will pause the movie (press it
again to continue). To exit, press the apple and fu ll stop key on the
key board.

Hall Loop 8
To start, double-click the hall loop 8 Projector. Key number One will
activate a memory flash. I have re moved the programming that pauses the
movie so the Return key no longer functions. To exit, press the apple and
fu ll stop key o n the keyboard.

Directions for Director Movie Projectors In The Third Phase

CD2

Bedroom piece
To start, double-click the Bedroom piece Projector. This piece has no
keyboard controls, it simply plays. To exit, press the apple and full stop key
on the key board.

Bedroom piece version 2
To start, double-click the Bedroom version 2 Projector . As with the
previous version, this piece is designed to play continuously without
keyboard controls, however, to ap preciate what it was like to be continually
returned to the start of each movie, click once with the mouse. To exit, press
the apple and full stop key on the keyboard.

Anna's House1 , 3, 4 and 5
To start, double-click the appropriate projector. All of these pieces are
designed to play continuously without keyboard controls. To exit, press the
apple and full stop key on the keyboard.
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